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Summary 

 

After developing sound criteria to recognize false religion across cultures and times, 

critical explanation lays bare the principles of life-coherent spirituality and lack of it in 

the primary sources of the world’s great religions, with emphasis on Hinduism/Vedanta, 

Buddhism, Christianity and Islam/Sufism. The ultimate concepts of universal identity, 

non-attachment, levels of sacrifice, human life necessities/needs, and spiritual ecology 

provide bridges of understanding between earth and heaven, science and religion, 

evolution and immortality. 
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1. Understanding False Religion across History and Cultures 
 

In recent years, an international cultural battle has arisen between ‘fundamentalist 

religion’ and an emergent ‘new atheism’ which reviles it as a poison of the mind. This 

explanatory analysis adopts neither of these reductionist standpoints. Instead it brings to 

view what has long been intuited without principled understanding – that religion itself 

falls into profoundly opposing forms. On the one hand there is what has not been 

defined – false or life-incoherent religion which may be evil or systematically life- 

destructive. And on the other hand, there is what has little better been defined and 

moves in the opposite direction - the all-embracing spiritual consciousness which lies at 

the core of the world’s great religions. Fully comprehending both and their ultimate 

opposition is a guiding thread of the following investigation. 

 

Scientific civilization and the global market may seem to have superannuated religion 

and spirituality themselves. Yet what is little recognized in our era is that the growth of 

religious fundamentalism and capitalist globalization have strongly correlated over the 

last 30 years. Most revealing of the ideological confusion in these matters, global 

capitalism itself – as we will see - demonstrates the characteristics of a fundamentalist 

religion, although hardly recognized as one. Many increasingly intuit the idea, but it is 

too opposed to ruling doctrine and habituated thought frames to be recognized and 

accepted in principle. While the recognition of a dogmatic and harmful “economic 

fundamentalism” has arisen in recent years among critical-thinking economists, it 

remains a slogan without thought-through understanding. Research has, however, 

provided the principled map which can be summarized in a generic narrative as follows. 

The generic narrative reveals the inner logic of religious absolutisms from biblical times 

on in many different forms across cultures. We might call it the unseen meta narrative of 

false religion. 

 

An almighty God or divine design ruling by an invisible hand whose non-human laws 

cannot be questioned is assumed as an a-priori given. Absolute dogmas rule as 

punishable or heretical to critically examine. Conformity to the one right way of social 

rule is required of all to survive or get ahead. Privileged priesthoods are assumed to 

know what others cannot, and criticism from outside is attacked as nonsense or 

subversive. Evil is whatever confronts or threatens the one true faith. Unbelievers are 

vilified and, if formed into an alternative or prospective alternative order are genocided 

as diabolical. The possibility of the ruling God or belief system itself being wrong in 

principle or outcomes is unspeakable. Infallibility of first principles is sacred and that by 

which all else is justified. Most tellingly, systematically life-destructive operations and 

rising ill consequences of the ultimately man-made theism never affect its assumption as 

absolute truth. 

 

Observe that if we place the concept of “capital” in place of “God” , “laws of 

economics” in place of “absolute dogmas”, ‘”economists” in place of “priesthoods”, 

“competitiveness in the market” in place of “conformity”, and “communism” or 

“socialism” in place of “evil”, we can discern the undeniable profile of theo-capitalism. 

The generic logical spaces are constant. Only the nominatives which occupy them vary. 

The same goes for the remaining generic properties. The possibility of the ruling belief 

system  being  false  or  wrong  is  unspoken  in  public  speech.  The  infallibility  of the 
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regulating order is assumed at the system level. What effectively opposes the ruling 

dogmas is pervasively fulminated against, threatened and attacked by force until its 

order is annihilated. Genocidal armed invasion and occupation of other societies 

proceeds from the absolutist theo-system. Sustaining the closed box of system worship, 

no matter how life-destructive the belief system and its ruling dogmas are, the 

disconfirming evidence is blocked out by the ruling categories of understanding. A false 

religion is incapable of self-correction however life-destructive it may be. 
 

1.1 Spiritual Consciousness versus False Religion 
 

Once we recognize false religion in underlying pattern across places and times, then 

what is not false religion is admitted into view which has been before blocked out. This 

is the spiritual consciousness at the core of the great religions – that is, the internally 

moving sense of an all-inclusive being across divisions and differences, an underlying 

oneness felt from within. It is this ultimate onto-ethical core of religion which is the 

positive object of this study. At this highest level of principle, it does not matter whether 

it it is called love, soul, satori, atman, satyagraha, moksha, buddhahood, 

pratityasamutpada, jen, or Tao – all these ideas refer in some way to a felt universal 

identity within. Spiritual consciousness is not opposed to reason or science as 

fundamentalist religion is by definition, but enlists them in its ultimate inward concern. 

Albert Einstein and Arthur Eddington, for example, are twentieth-century examples of 

minds at the apex of physical science understanding. Yet Einstein famously considers 

his search for the ultimately unifying laws of nature as seeking to understand “the mind 

of God”, and he rejects merely probabilistic quantum physics because he cannot accept 

that “God plays dice with the universe”. Eddington argues that that “Science versus 

Religion” is “largely a false antithesis” and that religion “interprets” and seeks “the 

purpose” behind the law-governed mechanisms of the material universe which science 

discloses. They are or should be complementary forms of inquiry and meaning, he 

reasons, and are misleadingly opposed. 

 

Spiritual consciousness which is deeply rational goes back in fact to the beginnings of 

humanity’s time on Earth, but within the limits of the knowledge of its day. We will find 

it ahead at the heart of the ancient Upanishads of India, in select Western biblical 

scriptures new and old, in China’s various classical conceptions of the Tao, in the 

American first peoples before the Conquest, and in the Sufis of Islam, for example. Yet 

what is typically shut out by both fundamentalist religion and scientific atheism and by 

normalized consciousness across cultures is rarely addressed in principle. Rather it is 

mystified as “faith not reason” by instituted religions as well as by philosophy and 

science. Spiritual reason seems a contradiction in terms so buried has this core of higher 

religion been in obfuscation, sectarian appropriation, scientific indifference, ideological 

distortion, and – most of all - false religion. It is as if it were inconceivable through 

normalized frames of reference, and this has extended to contemporary philosophy 

within the externalist paradigm of science which rules out the inner life a-priori. Even in 

the primary sources of the great religions – the baseline of this study - the conflicts 

between false religion, collective worship, and spiritual consciousness are unrecognized. 

Throughout the modern age, polar reductionism one way or the other –  to 

fundamentalist faith, on the one hand, or physical science on the other, are alike in 

ruling out the ultimate choice space. What is required is what has been missing:  criteria 
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to identify false religion in whatever form it may appear. Spiritual consciousness is 

thereby released from the pincers of life-blind fundamentalism and external scientism 

into the light of reasoned definition and practicable meaning. 

 

While inward connectivity to planetary life is more than ever needed in a global crisis 

that threatens every level of it, false religion rules it out even more than the past. For the 

scientifically masked and empowered modern religion of theo-capitalism has replaced 

God in the old sense with system worship - in which the Supreme Ruler is this-worldly, 

but remains deified as almighty, infallible and eternal. While its exponentially growing 

money-sequences in fact despoil life-organization at every level without cause-effect 

connection, it is ideologically implied to be the World Redeemer for all forever. It alone 

can deliver people by its spread and growth. It cannot be superseded any more than can 

physical laws. Its market magic and miracles are perpetual in uplifting the world’s 

peoples. Despite the unfamiliarity of this decoding of theo-capitalism, its innermost 

logic goes back to biblical times. While heretical to suspect and never spoken , the 

ultimate generic principle is equation of divine design and power to a ruling group’s 

attacking of other groups and taking what they own. More exactly, an underlying syntax 

may be deciphered out from different god-systems over millennia: a ruling human group 

solicits special favor from an assumed non-human almighty for major material 

acquisition from enemies by the power of its group god who is worshipped in return. 

This complex principle can in turn be analyzed into four moments: (i) the assumption of 

and exchange with a believed all-powerful god to (ii) destroy other tribes’ defences and 

seize or lay waste to their possessions and life conditions for (iii) the ruling group’s own 

profit and territorial expansion (iv) in return for worship of the supreme supernatural 

power. This pattern obtains in some mode across the known theist religions – in the 

sacred books of Judaism and Islam as well as Hinduism, for example, and in historical 

Christianity over at least 1200 years. The evidence is too rich and various to catalogue 

here, but we may test this general hypothesis above and its specified conditions by 

seeking to find where it does not rule. We will find in this testing out that it has been an 

inner through-line of false religion from the Rg Veda of India and books of the Judaic- 

Christian-Islamic testaments to armed religious crusades East and West to  theo- 

capitalist global empire today. This transcultural pattern is hardly deniable, but is 

anathema to call into question within any false religion itself. 
 

1.2 Variations of Sacrificial Theme 
 

It is important to keep in mind that this syntax of false religion is not confined to any 

culture and reaches back to the earliest civilizations. In ancient  India,  for example, 

blood sacrifice (literally “making sacred”) is accompanied by priest-delivered magic 

spells or syllables to extract by their exact pronunciation and gift offering the special 

favour which is desired, whether it is victory in battle, material success in the future, 

bountiful possessions and progeny, or whatever. Biblical Israel is not much different. 

And one could go on. This is the primeval level of religious sacrifice across dominant 

cultures over millennia, and the life sacrifice is, in fact, recurrently mass homicide of 

peoples for the gods they worship. The Unbeliever Enemy has many forms. This pattern 

persists in a less known form today, but its expressions continue to include destroying 

human societies and seizing their lands resources in claimed fulfilment of a higher 

design. The model can be seen early on. Thus, for example in the relative beginnings  of 
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false religion, to God is attributed the still believed intention to “take the whole of 

Canaan to own in perpetuity” (Genesis 17:21), and in prohibition of “any pact with 

them” to “exterminate” all its inhabitants, “Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Canaanites, 

Hivites and Jebusite” (Exodus: 23:24). 

 

This genocidal logic is not confined to the sacred records of the Judaic and Christian 

bibles. It is the most dominant form of life oppression in history. While the blood 

sacrifice of animals and its supersession has attracted most attention in understanding 

the development of world religions since, this has obscured the deeper disorder which 

has continued into the present across the world - mass human sacrifice for ruling-group 

gain in the name of its god. While this is a pathological phenomenon across cultures 

over three millennia and abhorred by many in forms not surrounding them, it remains 

without cross-cultural criteria of principled recognition. In fact, the perpetration of 

systematic homicide as compelled by divine command begins from the dawn of 

surviving religious records East and West. For example, the early Indian Vedas and the 

Bhagavad-gita recognisably resemble the Old Testament in an inner logic of divine war 

by mass human sacrifice to serve God’s will. From the start, the ancient Vedic hymns to 

Indra (god of thunder) invoke death against enemies and booty seized from them by the 

supernatural powers of he “who lets blinding darkness follow those our foemen - - - that 

we may be made partakers of the new favours that shall bring us profit - - - in the fights 

where spoil is gathered; while the Hymn to Usas (god of dawn) calls for similar “riches 

in spoil and wealth” in armed war against the ever recurring “sworn enemies” of the 

supposed true faith. This hold of life-incoherent religion has in fact never disappeared, 

only adopted new forms. Whatever its cultural site or form, wars are declared against 

unbelievers and, if joined to superior armed force, crusades recur in blood and treasure 

campaigns across the world in the name of some higher salvation. Most revealingly, 

globalization of theo-capitalism sanctifies countless ruined lives and environments as 

“necessary sacrifices”, while those chosen by its “invisible hand” enjoy a paradise of 

limitless wealth. In short, the primeval drums of life-incoherent religions  haunt 

humanity from the beginnings of civilization and emerge now more powerful than ever 

in a new god-system. 

 
It is widely believed that religious wars since the Old Testament have been for a 

monotheist God against pagans, unbelievers and idolaters, that is, wars advancing an 

ultimate principle of civilization. On the other hand, Jean-Jacques Rousseau famously 

argues against this assumption in his The Social Contract. He claims that in fact 

religious aggression, wars and intolerance originate in monotheism itself. The very fact 

that there were as many gods as there were peoples produced a kind of religious 

forbearance. For the existence of other gods in no way puts in question the existence of 

our own:“the Gods of the pagans were not jealous Gods. They divided dominion over 

the world among themselves”. In contrast, when only one God Almighty exists, other 

gods become a hated blasphemy to be destroyed. More deeply, the rights  of other 

peoples to their land and wealth which are held from their own local gods are 

invalidated and so their resisters may be killed and their lands and wealth justly seized 

in the name of the One Almighty. Wide-lensed analysis can discern this inner logic at 

work over millennia into the present, especially against first peoples across the world. 

They may believe in the one Great Spirit as with North American natives, but that is not 

the  true  God,  knows  nothing  of  money-capital  and  the  market,  and  cannot defend 
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against gattling guns with arrows. In the end, the issue is whose God is backed by 

superior armed force to seize others’ lives and life conditions as their own by divine 

sanction – the meta-program of all false religion from the beginning. One cannot find 

easily exception from the prehistoric Indus valley and Canaan to original inhabitants 

now. In recent centuries, God has effectively become private money capital globalizing 

as the supreme being and law. In the words of John D. Rockefeller, “The disparity in 

income between the rich and the poor is merely the survival of the fittest - - - the 

working out of a law of nature and a law of God”. 
 

When analysis steps back to consider the throughline of false religion across cultures 

and times, it invariably discloses an underlying form of articulation - praises and 

sacrifices to an eternal almighty conferring immense and exclusive favors of wealth on a 

special group entitled by its immutable law to other people’s lands and resources, with 

successful slaying of their inhabitants in indefinite numbers perceived by the believers 

as the divine ordering of the world. Needless to say, there are many sanctifying 

justifications and interpretative readings by which this unconscious logic is masked. 

What discloses their unreason, however, is that they presuppose life-blind beliefs in the 

armor of unrevisable dogma, and recognize no limit to their divinely rightful 

appropriation of others’ lives and life conditions. This is the nature of false religion. 
 

1.3 The Unseen Contradictions 
 

Spiritual consciousness is opposite in nature, and much religion is spiritual. It is aligned 

with the course of nature as life-giving, and variously seeks to identify with the lives of 

others from within as one’s own. Its ritual, myth and veneration stay within a sacred 

social space. Yet far more dominant false religions instrumentalize these  chords of 

fellow being, but fail to be understood in their underlying principles of deformation. 

Their ultimate contradiction with universal life requirements and support systems 

themselves has been regarded as necessary sacrifice to their god-system. At the same 

time, the spiritual consciousness which false religion always claims or intimates as its 

inner source has been a propelling justification of the most profoundly anti-spiritual 

avarice. Consider for example the words of Leo Strauss who has been the most 

influential foreign-policy theorist of the crusading nation whose coinage motto is “In 

God We Trust”. In his summative Natural Right and History, Strauss argues that “the 

spirit of capitalism is rightly identified with the view that limitless accumulation of 

capital is a moral duty, perhaps the highest moral duty.’’ F.A. Hayek, an economic 

mentor of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan as heads of state, goes further. He 

declares in The Fatal Conceit the “transcendent order of capitalism” and denounces any 

interference in the invisible hand’s working by public authority: “Thy will (i.e., not 

mine)”, he says, “be done on earth as it is in heaven”. 

 

Understanding requires a defining set of principles whereby any false religion from 

traditional scriptural theisms and non-theisms to theo-capitalist worship can be 

recognized as in contradiction with human life itself as well as its own spiritual 

justification. The properties are exactly definable as an interlocking and  complete 

logical set, and they apply across false religions in all their diverse forms: (1) the 

continual sacrifice of others’ lives or life conditions in an almighty’s name for (2 ) 

exclusionary payoffs to the party invoking it as worship object, so that (3) no matter 

how life-destructive this god-system becomes in reality, (4) the evidence is blocked  out 
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or erased so that (5) two levels of incoherence occur: (i) between serving the good in 

claim while enriching the self-group at the cost of others; (ii) between the claimed 

emancipation of life and systematic violation of life in fact. Thus locked into systemic 

contradictions: (6) the ruling religion’s deity and laws are sustained by attacking any 

deviation from them, while (7) homicidal and life-condition destruction proceed with no 

limit in the name of a supreme, immutable and non-human authority which cannot be 

opposed without risk of social ruin. 

 

The modern era itself has not been exempt from false religion. Centuries of witch-hunts 

to serve God and, in repressed fact, to take the property of the accused and their families 

may have ended, but have been replaced by holy-war anti-communist hunts across the 

globe centuries later. More enduringly, centuries of Euro-British-American imperialism 

have sacrificed tens of millions of in wars as a “sacred trust for human freedom”, and to 

this day have invoked God’s blessings for wars to control the planet’s richest natural 

resources against the indigenous and third-world societies traditionally living on them. 

Even the purged “communist menace” expressed a new form of false religion in the 

process - with the supreme being as supra-human laws of history, the ruling elite as 

beneficiary, blood sacrifices of millions in the name of humanity’s liberation, and 

annihilation of those calling the new god into question. Whether one ignores, 

understands or rationalizes this deep meta pattern, the underlying logic of life-blind rule 

cannot be reasonably denied. While it may be thought that humanity has always been 

imprisoned within this closed circle by one false god-system or another, the reality is 

that it succeeds only insofar as it is not diagnostically public. Whatever its man-made 

god is, whatever culture it comes from, and however dressed it is in the vestments of 

authority, civilization or science, it is evil as well as false to the measure to which its 

beliefs and practices are ordered to attack life systems. 

 

2. From Life Sacrifice for Selfish Gain to Sustainment of the Great Round 

 

The logic of the second level of religious reverence also follows a principle of exchange 

between men and God, but without the spoils and blood so characteristic of life- 

sacrificial religions which have dominated civilizations for so long. Here the exchange 

is one of human praise/offerings to God in return for blessings in order to sustain the 

round benefitting all. Peoples over the world follow this form of sacred exchange. In 

place of life sacrifices and spoils are thanks-givings for the ordered cosmic cycle of life 

renewal. This is the veneration of the Great Round of life-giving which begins with 

primitive humanity and lasts into countless festive rites today. 

 

The universal theme of a divine life to come after individual organic death is a core 

variation on this meta meaning of eternal life renewal. Yet seldom are the themes of 

afterlife and the this-life round related in principle. Lao tzu’s Taoism implies the 

ultimate connection, but who connects solstice ceremonies like Christmas to one’s own 

after-life? The almighty’s lordship is instead worshipped. At the ritual level, the 

ceremonies of the cosmic return are still there, but are not well decoded in their unifying 

meaning across the self-God divide. All are varieties of recognition of life giving from 

on high - for the winter solstice, for the spring’s fertility, for the fall’s harvests, and – 

the great mystery - for the believed-in life to come for individual human beings. The 

underlying cultural universals are lost in particular ceremonies and belief systems, while 
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the life-world itself is not conceived in its needs of reproduction. Its fate is left to the 

Supreme Ruler to decide – whether God, Allah or the Market. Nonetheless the 

underlying common theme of death and rebirth is universal. Observe how the solstice 

and the harvest imply both death and rebirth. Observe too how the idea of an “eternal 

spring” is paradise where no death can occur. On the personal level, funeral services 

follow the pattern. Whatever the culture, the organically-ended individual life is 

sustained by remembrance on earth and usually by after-life in a wholly other realm of 

existence. Yet in the last decades, an increasing tendency has been to celebrate the life 

the person has lived and lives on in people’s souls rather than mourn the passing of the 

body which has ceased to work. We may see here an unmarked sea-change towards 

ultimate life value on earth. 

 

In general and progressively over time, a life-affirming development has occurred in the 

logic of the God-human relationship and the nature  of  life-and-death understanding 

itself – less emphasis on sacrificial death and more on life emancipation. This tendency 

was expressed dramatically, for example, in the post-War Second Vatican and the rise of 

“liberation theology” which found the spiritual call from the suffering of the world’s 

poorest people. Salvation was at hand in the liberation of the oppressed to lives of 

dignity as God’s unique creations. This “popular church” teaching has, however, been 

suppressed since as violation of the received dogmas. False religion does not die easily 

in any of its forms, but general movement beyond it is found wherever ritual 

observances, prayers and thanksgivings have decisively transcended the primeval level 

of blood sacrifices for self gain. This movement has been going on for millennia, but 

false religion continues to control in the form analysed in Section 1. Ritual collectivities 

celebrating the ancient drum-beat of death to others with God’s blessing it all  manifest 

in many shapes. Even in Sabbath football, armed-force displays of almighty powers and 

weapons of death frame the events of system violence for gold with invocations of the 

Lord. One can go deep in unpacking the conflicting meanings between false religion and 

celebrations of common blessings. One calls for life-giving to all, while the other 

divides in war against others for God’s favors. There are myriad variations on the 

theme. Here too false religion works on two levels at once - a preconscious plane of 

fundamentalist mass ignorance and a plane of manipulation by privileged  groups 

seeking maximum payoff to themselves in the name of God’s will. The evolution to 

higher religious forms is a long labor of humanity’s meaning. Yet it moves on in great 

turns over history – in the Buddhist reform of militarist and life-sacrificial Hinduism, for 

example, and in the much glorified step of Judaic-Christian monotheism beyond cult 

sacrifices, idol worship and mass supersition. On the other hand, life-destructive and 

celebrative levels of religion may remain locked in heinous hybrid as, for example, with 

the Aztec human sacrifices for return of the one sun God. On the light side, we see 

apparent celebration of the life-giving round of nature and the Sun. On the dark side, we 

see false religion in mass sacrifice of countless lives seized in aggressive war conquests, 

all in worship of the one God. Less observed, we see the European Conquest which 

ended the mass-sacrificial ritual of the Aztecs by performing a more genocidal blood 

sacrifice of their own – the mass murder of the Aztecs to loot their vast stores of gold in 

the name of God’s worship. Here we see false religion ruling in death and treasure 

across civilizations into modernity, but without impartial principles to recognize its 

derangement. 
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Religious celebration unmixed with mass sacrifice and sect treasure discloses an 

opposite exchange pattern – praise and thanksgivings to God or the Cosmos in return for 

the favours of life’s reproduction and growth for all. Ritual thanksgivings and gifts for 

children, health, marriage union, long life, and so on are all examples of offerings to the 

Supreme Being to renew the living round. Yet it is important to recognize that any can 

be contaminated with blood-and-take religion. Paradise for those killed in national wars 

over vast possessions for some is a meta repertoire of false religion across civilizations. 

The contradiction between giving life to enable life versus more wealth for some 

remains unacted on. Part of the reason for this is that one life-blind meta principle 

governs in the unseen abstract. Both life-thanking and life-attacking forms of religion 

instantiate a single underlying syntax of worship: praise and gift (whatever its homage) 

to the Supreme Being (whatever the name) in exchange for divine returns (whatever they 

are). Thus the blood-and-take pattern can coexist with the thanksgiving-for-life pattern 

without distinction between them. The ultimate contradiction is nonetheless self-evident 

to reason. In the life-coherent form of sacred exchange, the ultimate nature of the 

Supreme’s gift is sustainment of the cycles of life by the One renewing them for all. In 

false religion, reward and victory are assured to the self-group by death or defeat to 

others by the might of one’s own god or god-system. The contradiction is absolute in 

principle, but perverted hybrids recur again and again in even contemporary forms. For 

example, supreme crimes of aggressive war are still waged as God-blessed with 

devotional masses praying to the divine for their victory and annihilation of the 

adversary for vast gain to the chosen. 
 

2.1. Sustainability of Life Systems versus Sustainability of Profit 
 

In contrast, the thanksgiving logic of religious homage requires no such perversion. 

Rather, spiritual consciousness has begun to emerge insofar as the returns sought by the 

worshipper are not for the self or self-group at the expense of others, but for all in 

compossible coherence of common life systems. Spiritual consciousness is thus the 

overcoming of false religion. Private self-seeking transforms to celebration of the 

common life interest that none can disavow. Religious thanksgiving to renew the great 

round of life is opposed in principle to false religion, but does not reach the moral or 

spiritual level so far as there is no concern for life harmed and oppressed within the 

ruling cycles themselves. They remain normalized however life-blind their rule is. Only 

when the great round includes in its conception a higher moral or natural law that 

structures out this life oppression is this problem addressed. Most religious ceremonies 

celebrating life reproduction in seasons, marriage unions, births and so on, however, 

stay far away from any application of life renewal principles at the system-wide level. 

Rather, they mask what rules in private rituals of individual life events. 

 

Nonetheless a bridge between the natural great round and the ruling social system arises 

to view in contemporary “sustainability” thinking that seeks to ensure that society is 

governed by effective laws protecting natural and human life support reproduction – the 

great round scientifically understood with social laws protecting its life-carrying 

capacities for all life. In this direction advanced thought now moves, but without the 

inner dimension of spirituality which identifies with the whole from within. Although 

the deep ecology movement led by Arne Naess has adopted this direction, it remains 

overwhelmed  by  the  unnamed  false  religion  and  is  itself  unbased  in  universal life 
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necessities. Meanwhile concern for ecological ‘sustainability’ grows, but is reconceived 

at the top as insurance of future profit cycles - with civil and ecological life systems 

continuing to be fed to the this god-system’s expansion. As in past false religion, the 

ìnvisible hand of the new god is assumed to produce the best of possible worlds 

whatever the depoliation of life support systems beneath it. 

 

Leaving false religion behind to make room for the spiritual consciousness it perverts, 

analysis now considers the innermost immediate round of life that has been assumed 

away. 

 

3. The Animating Breath of Life: The Unseen Common Ground of the Spiritual as 

Real 

 

The concept of spirit derives from the Latin root spirare – to breathe - and one can 

easily see how breath crosses the divisions between selves, groups and things. There is 

one earth atmosphere that all life is animated by. Everywhere the taking in and giving 

out in respiration enables life from which all exist to the benefit of each in one planetary 

creation. Breathing in and out in some form is the unifying source of life on earth. 

Invisibility, immateriality, ultimacy beneath embodied divisions – spirit ultimately  lies 

in the feeling of vital breath itself. In almost all the great religions, it is life from God. 

 

Ruah is the ‘breath of God’ in Hebrew, and God breathes into Adam to give his life in 

Christian and Islamic religions as well. The more ancient Tao of Chinese spiritual 

philosophies is moved by the invisible and indivisible animating energy of ch’i , the 

cosmic vital force. Pneuma is the ancient Greek for spirit and with or without a God as 

its source is, once again, vital breath and spirit. Prana is the timeless Hindu concept of 

breath, and at the core of Indian philosophy’s ontology and practise – the animating 

energy of the cosmos, of the atman or soul, and the divine substance of the primary 

‘prana yoga’. In the cosmology of First Peoples in the words of Chief Seathl, “all things 

share the same breath – the beasts, the trees, the human”. One can see that despite 

millennia of theological mystification, otherworldly location and dogmatic divisions, the 

breath and spirit of life are one in bridging heaven to earth across religions. There can be 

no duality in respiration by its nature. 

 

Without the invisible and indivisible breath of life, the implied idea is that there is only 

dead matter - inert, purposeless, and lifeless. Spirit is “that which moves what moves”, 

to invoke the language of the Upanishads of India. It is what the aware person enjoys 

when he “takes breaths from the great depth of his heels” as Chuang tzu, advises from 

ancient China. It is consciousness entering into breathing as regulator in the pranayama 

of Buddhism. It is letting the breath come and go naturally so you can forget all about it 

as in Ch’an and Zen. Most dominantly in religious theisms of all kinds, breath is God’s 

creative animation of all that lives. Whatever the religion, breath crosses the divisions of 

beings in an unseen and undivided field of presence – the spirit as alive in the embodied 

here and now. It is the coming in from ‘the all’ and a going out into ‘the all’ without 

which nothing can be alive. One might say that in this sense the spiritual-as-breath-of- 

life is the ultimate reality of all religious belief systems with or without God, the 

unrecognized unifier of their ontologies and belief systems - the bridge of the inside to 

the outside, the unseen to the seen, the moving spirit to the matter it moves. 
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Yet because spirit is understood to transcend matter by its nature –invisibly moving all 

that lives from nowhere that can found – it is inferred as otherworldly in its source. 

Perhaps no more ultimate alienation has afflicted human thought. The moving common 

life breath is projected elsewhere to a supra-natural realm. God, the Pure Realm, the 

Abyss are its mysterious ground. The vital common mover, what all breathe or respire 

from life in undivided air and light with no rank or possession, is projected to another 

world and not lived in this one. Science comes to replace this otherworld of religion, but 

for it only extension exists, felt being is erased, divisions alone define, and no unity of 

life across species and distances computes. Life falls apart in both directions – its 

bonding unity of the here-and-now spirit alienated to the unknowable God as source, or 

reduced to a an external world of science with no inner life. 

 

On the other hand, the breathing of life remains recognized as the essence of embodied 

existence. From the Upanishads and Lao through William James, the formula – “I am 

my breath” – lies at the heart of spiritual meaning. To be is to breathe, and to breathe 

has no edge to it. All is implicit in its creation. The ‘within’ and ‘without’ are made one 

in world respiration across beings - as core to body as to soul. In breath’s invisible 

community of all life, the inside is perpetually made outside and the outside made 

inside, always undividable in their reality and function. Beneath the ruling dualisms is 

the oneness of life breath, the all breathing each. This is the grounding unity which is 

unspoken by both externalist science and otherworldly religion. 

 

4. Sacrificing Self to Enable Life across Divisions: The Ancient Spiritual Vision 

 

Almighty, all-knowing, and all-benevolent Gods are, instead, religion’s ultimate absence 

of ground. Over millennia deviants from this absolutist belief construction have been 

attacked by priest systems each with a different version of it. It has been sacrosanct 

across theisms of Brahman, Yahweh, God, and Allah. Understanding God more life 

coherently as all-inclusive being growing more all-inclusive being does not fit any 

ideology of ruling power. It strips out the false religion, but it is blasphemy. Yet what is 

blasphemous in the instituted religions has an ancient lineage of meaning. In the pre- 

historical Rg Veda of India, the all-inclusive becoming more all-inclusive is revered as 

the cosmic Person (Pususha) who gives life to the world by foregoing Godness itself. 

The nature of God is all-life-giving rather than all-powerful – an idea that recurs in in 

the crucified God of Christ. While the ageless Vedic hymn “To Puruṣha”, begins with 

the attributes of all-powerful might spanning the cosmos, a striking turn occurs in 

explaining the Creation (italics added). God is “this all, that which is and shall be. He is 

Lord of immortality which he grows beyond through food”. 

 

In this last sentence, God is conceived as the food cycle - “the food that eats food” (as 

later stated in the Upanishads). The world is not divided off from God as pure eternity, 

but God incarnates as the world in reproduction and growth. This is the first 

annunciation of the ecology principle in world religion. Life is reproduced by life across 

species in an all-encompassing and interrelated life whole perpetually becoming more. 

Before entering more deeply into the inner logic of this primal religious vision in the 

Hymn to Purusha, we need to observe that the logic of God’s nature is opposite in 

principle to that of false religion. Instead of God being adored and sacrificed to in order 
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for his worshippers to receive exclusionary favors of conquest and booty at the cost of 

others’ lives, God sacrifices himself to the creation of life – the innermost meaning of 

higher life on earth. “In all directions he is spread abroad as that which eats and eats 

not” - the all-inclusive earth-life becoming more. “With the Puruṣha as the sacrifice - - - 

spring was its ghee, summer the fuel, autumn the oblation. - - From that sacrifice - - he 

made the beasts of the air, of the forest, and those of the village”. 

 

The Hymn to Purusha also identifies“Viraj”, the female principle, with whom the 

material universe is produced, a theme as old and lasting as the Vedic religion which is, 

like Taoism, dialectical with no one-sided male-God reduction. The female-male 

interaction at the level of opposing cosmic forces is that out of which all life and 

creation come. On the other hand, the props of false religion emerge at the same time - 

the “sacrificial Formula” whose syllabic incantation is endowed with magical powers to 

reward gift-bearing supplicants, and the Cosmic Body in which the brahmin priests are 

the mouth and speech, the rajanya or warrior commanders are the arms, the vaisya are 

the traders and farmers, and the sudra the lowly servant class paying for their alleged 

bad karma of previous lives with lives of oppression. None of these add-ons of class 

rule, however, sustains the self-sacrifice principle which concerns analysis here - the 

giving of the self for life to become more life as the nature of divinity itself. On the 

contrary, it is directly opposed by the deified regulation of classes in top-down 

command order, and the priestly powers of magic-syllable incantations over others’ 

sacrifices for themselves to consume. Leaving aside the onto-ethic of false religion, 

philosophical decoding asks, what is the nature of the consciousness which sacrifices its 

own contentment for other life to be and grow in unified all-cycle in which every being 

departs for other life to grow? Or, more exactly, what is sacrificed by the all-inclusive 

being to create life becoming ever more on earth? By the answers to these questions, we 

come to understand what is usually wrapped in mystery and obfuscation - the nature of 

the all-being and the human consciousness which is to become one with it. 

 

First of all, the nature of the divine is pure and infinite light consciousness prior to any 

manifestation in the world (an ultimate conception which only becomes clear in the later 

Upanisad Vedas). What the divine sacrifice consists in –which has its human 

counterpart in spiritual consciousness – is loss of this purely self-sufficient 

consciousness. What is sacrificed follows from the nature of embodied being itself. We 

may identify five levels of the giving over of divine consciousness to become world life 

at the primeval beginnings of its long ascent to divine consciousness within those who 

become enlightened: 

(i) the sacrifice of inner infinitude to the finite limits of the world of embodied beings; 

(ii) the sacrifice of unity without division to conflict among competing lives; 

(iii) the sacrifice of pure light-bliss to self desires looking outwards to the objects of the 

world; 

(iv) the sacrifice of eternity to transitory existence and death for separate material 

beings; 

(v) the sacrifice of heavenly peace to the suffering of birth, age, disease, and death. 

 

All of India’s spiritual philosophies and their variations – Hinduism and Buddhism and 

Jainism which may be the most ancient – conceive in terms of the underlying  principles 

(i) to (v). Although they are nowhere spelled out in principle, all characterizations of the 
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divine in these literatures confirm these defining properties, with or without the claim of 

God. Buddhism and Jainism have no Supreme Being, but aspire to the higher 

consciousness which these five cardinal attributes define: pure light-bliss, unqualified 

infinitude, unity without remainder, deathless eternity, and heavenly peace. So also does 

Platonic Christianity. The nature of divine being, God or not, is agreed upon across 

these great religious traditions. Moreover, the opposite properties of the embodied world 

in its ignorance follow the same inner logic of converse meaning - a finite and limited 

world comprised of divided and conflicted beings pursuing self-desires in a transitory 

existence comprised of anxiety and pain in a fleeting existence. This is why in all Indian 

philosophy (besides the materialist Carvaka apostasy whose records are scarce), the 

ultimate goal across religions is “release from the wheel of embodied rebirth”. It is to 

return to the pure light and bliss consciousness that the enlightened are said to aim 

whether in Vedanta, Buddhist, or Jain scriptures. 

 

Thus a profound question arises which challenges religions and spiritual philosophies 

across the world. Why did God create the embodied realm with such unhappy 

consequences following from it? Or, if Buddhism in which no God exists, how does 

ignorance arise that loses the unbound light consciousness of bliss? The answers to these 

questions are at the heart of spiritual philosophies across the historical spectrum. Yet a 

still deeper issue comes from outside these religions. Why should a secular or scientific 

rationality accept there is such a higher consciousness as is described? What are the 

reasons to think that any consciousness can be so infinite and undivided by self-other 

lines? Prior to the issue of the divine consciousness giving itself over to the creation of 

embodied life, the all-inclusive being becoming more all-inclusive by sacrificing its 

eternal repose for life giving life in the food cycle of world existence, the very meaning 

of this higher consciousness may be dismissed as absurd. What reason can there be to 

think such a boundless light consciousness exists in even subjective possibility? 

 

5. What Is the I that Has a Body? Rational Explanation of the Infinite 

Consciousness Within 

 

Belief in an ultimate consciousness which is more than the body’s brain is typically 

thought of as merely an act of religious faith. Yet such a higher subject of consciousness 

is already implied by the deep structure of our everyday speech and thought. Thus when 

we say such things as “I have a car” or a house or anything else, there is always (i) the 

subject ‘I’, (2) an object other than the ‘I’ and (3) a relationship of possession between 

them such that ‘I’ has these things. Thus “I have a home” falls into the logical form: I- 

subject + relationship of possessing + the property that is possessed. So far, so simple. 

Yet when we say things like “I have a body”, or “I have a mind”, or “I lost my soul”, or 

“I gave my life”, we imply by the structure of our speech and thought that there is a 

subject ‘I’ which has a body, a mind, a soul, or a life and can choose what sort of body, 

mind or life it has or leads, or even destroys. It can abuse one or other, enable or disable 

one or all, open any to new ranges of possibility and so on – the vast choice space in the 

ultimate experience of being human. This is why people naturally talk of persons 

“treating their bodies well or badly”, or “no longer caring for life”, or “teaching one’s 

mind to think in a new way” or “identifying with other life as her own”. Clearly the 

body, mind, or life in each case is directed in possibly opposite ways depending on the 

deciding subject’s choice path. The body, mind or life is used by the I-subject to turn   in 
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diverse and opposite directions. Each may be “run down” or even “destroyed”, or – in 

opposite management by the I-subject - nourished to new and astonishing feats of 

capacity. 

 

Spiritual consciousness distinguishes itself by crossing the divisions of selves and things 

in an encompassing field of life identification – whether of the potential “higher 

community” sociologist George Herbert Mead describes in understanding the 

“internalized others” of social self conception; or the voices of angels experienced  daily 

by the poet William Blake; or the Nobel-Prize geneticist Barbara McClintock who 

describes her engagement with genes as “feeling as if I were right down there, and these 

were my friends”. The I-consciousness is capable of any direction imaginable of the life 

it leads, and spiritual consciousness realizes this can be an all-inclusive way of being 

and identifying – becoming one with the world and its ascension of consciousness as the 

innermost vocation of the spirit. The problem with a scientific rejection of such a way of 

being is that the rejection denies the proven nature of the I-consciousness – that it is 

unlimited in its being within so far in every way can it go, and its direction this way or 

that cannot be predicted by anybody except the person deciding it. The only 

understanding consistent with the known evidence is that the human subject  is an 

infinite life-space within and can choose thoughtfully or mindlessly what way of 

thinking it follows. The spiritual choice space emerges, however, only insofar as its 

wider inner-life presence is opened to by the I-subject. We have seen that breath itself 

can be so recognized, or not, in breathing. The I-consciousness so opening to its 

encompassing possibilities of inward being is without any bound at all, “so deep and far 

in every direction does it extend” to quote the pagan Heraclitus over 2500 years ago. 

This inner life-ground of the spiritual is, however, hardly understood. In the modern age 

of science, it has been erased from view with philosophers arguing it is an illusion. 

There are many variations on this denial, but all are distinguished by their refusal to 

engage the fact itself. Thus thinkers from Kant to Wittgenstein reduce the I- 

consciousness to a merely a-priori operation or grammatical function, they never deal 

with the direct perception of an unlimited inner space observed by Heraclitus that 

anyone can confirm. The same goes for contemporary cognitive science which simply 

blinkers out the replicatable experience of this inner infinitude from the start. The fact- 

blind dogma here belongs to science not spiritual consciousness. The horizonless 

intrinsic powers of human consciousness are perfectly demonstrable to consciousness 

test, but inner experience itself, however universal, has been occluded by externalist 

science method. Thus the this-worldly ground of the spiritual is not conceived in a 

rational or factual way. It is denied, fled from, dismissed a-priori – as one might expect 

in a mechanical age. 

 

The undeniable powers are nonetheless self-evident. They range from the I-subject’s 

ability to identify with other beings without limit (in fact a propensity of human beings 

from childhood on); to move to a non-positional reflective consciousness of whatever 

situation or problem is adopted as an object of it; and to think as if one were in any 

situation whatever, whether an oceanic ooze or 1000 years hence or in a light-bliss 

forever. In fact, these possibilities of the I-consciousness are all directly confirmable 

except the last – that which spiritual consciousness has specially cultivated in the East. 

The problem lies not with the testability of these modes of inner infinitude, but with 

dogmatic blindness to this testability. More generally, the externalist fallacy has been 
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conventionalized in the scientific age just as certitude of God’s almightiness was in the 

religious age. The externalist fallacy is recognizable by the following logical form of 

supposition or argument: What is observable as external phenomena rules out as valid 

what is internally experienced. Its error proceeds in three steps: (1) what is  not 

externally observable and (2) not measurable by a physical metric, is  therefore (3) 

invalid or superfluous. (3) is the false inference. It rules out consciousness itself – the 

ultimate metaphysic of the dehumanized mechanism which now rules. 

 

As we have seen, the directly experiencable I-consciousness has the verifiable properties 

italicized above. The properties of the ‘divine consciousness’ elicited earlier in (i) to (v) 

are a map of the parameters of its sublime possibilities, and yogic disciplines of 

countless varieties seek possible paths of this joining of human consciousness to these 

divine properties in practice, with or without God believed in. Beneath both unbeliever 

yogas and believer theisms is the nature of this accessible life consciousness itself, and 

its internal capacities to be or to lead anywhere including to these sublime states. The ‘I 

that has a body’ is, in short, an open life space within without edge, and non-dualist 

spiritual philosophies are its developed forms of world-connective understanding. The 

ultimately unifying spiritual purpose is, as we will find in the most timeless literatures, 

to comprehend and experience life “beyond the dualities” of spirit-matter, mind-body, 

and victory-defeat themselves. 

 

6. Counter-Argument: How Analytic Philosophy and Science Explain Away Inner 

Life 

 

The most distinguished philosophical reductions of the inner consciousness come from 

Immanuel Kant, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Gilbert Ryle from the eighteenth through the 

twentieth centuries. Their arguments are alike in principle in asserting that ‘I’ itself is a 

non-referring term. Kant’s argument in his Critique of Pure Season is complex, and 

features what he calls the “transcendental unity of apperception”. This may sound like 

an impossibly difficult concept, but it just means that the ‘I’ is an organizing structuring 

of consciousness which synthesizes one’s sensa and representations into a unity. It is a 

formal condition of the manifold of sensations and ideas holding together, rather than 

remaining – as Kant argues – as an incoherent conglomeration of disparate sensations 

and representations. Its “transcendental character” means only that it is a a-priori 

condition of unified perception and conceptual understanding – the preconscious rules 

which organize the synthesis of anyone’s consciousness behind the eyes. The modes of 

infinitude of the inner consciousness explained in the prior section are systematically 

avoided. 

 

Kant was influenced by David Hume who argued that his own introspection could find 

nothing resembling an I-subject or self at all, but merely “a bundle or collection of 

different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are 

in a perpetual flux and movement”. The infinite consciousness within is thus collapsed 

into a mechanical ordering of associative conjunctions, setting the stage for reductionist 

analytic philosophy thereafter. Ludwig Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Investigations 

almost two centuries later simply rejects “I” as anything more than an empty 

grammatical function which signifies nothing. He argues that attributing any more to the 

I-subject or other such functions in “language games” is only a linguistic muddle, the 
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generic ground of all philosophical problems. Throughout these abstractions away of 

substantive meaning, no direct experience of the infinite within is allowed into the 

discussion. Gilbert Ryle is more swaggering in dismissal. He argues in The Concept of 

Mind that looking for “the ghost in the machine” of I-consciousness is like wondering 

where Oxford University is after visiting all the colleges. Trying to find a substantive 

meaning to the I, he says, is akin to a man “never succeeding in jumping on to the 

shadow of his own head”. It is empty of any significance. Such is the modern era’s 

systematic erasure of humanity’s inner life.. 

 

Cognitive science assumes a world without internal life a-priori. Externally observed 

brain phenomena are the limit of thought. Nothing more can be seen. The human being 

may as well be a robot because the inner life and experience of being itself do not exist 

in the mechanical model that is assumed for both. Externalist science and dogmatic 

religion thus invisibly coincide in life-blind frameworks of conception. External brain 

models rule out internal life and the infinite in cognitive science. Locked-in dogmas rule 

it out in dominant religions. Yet what is blinkered out in both cases is, in reality, open to 

any possible elective life space. Whether repressed or not, it may be turned to a 

boundless universe within, enter into the life of any being in informed empathy with its 

life, or identify with the world itself as its true body – all opening choice paths followed 

by spiritual consciousness across the ages. On the other hand, what has occurred in the 

main across epochs is conditioning of the inner life infinite into group-mind structures 

which rule out any encompassing life presence or connectedness at all – false religions 

of all kinds through the ages and scientistic formalism and mechanism devoid of any 

inner life at opposing poles of conception. The opening of human consciousness into 

comprehension of “the sky within our heads” has been left to poets, but is in fact 

accessible to anyone. It is a known ultimate release of consciousness from its chains of 

conditioning, but more deeply for the spiritual tradition across religions, it is the shift of 

human being that is required to reconnect the species to the wider life-ground and divine 

inward capacities at once. This infinite connectedness within and without has been, 

however, only rarely spelled out or even recognized. Revealingly, no matter what form 

the dogmatic imprisoning or the explaining-away of this infinite inner life has been, not 

one explains its proven phenomena. Every such position avoids its self-evident life 

space or proscribes it a-priori. Dogmatic religion has led in this repression over millenia, 

but modern analytic reductions, brain-scan machines and cadaver models keep the 

mind-box closed. An ultimate alienation of humanity from its very experience of life has 

occurred across the science-religion divide. 

 

7. From the Soul of the Upanishads to the Ecology of Universal Life Identity 

 

The concept of “soul” has stood in for what has been lost. Yet it has never been defined 

to avoid the life-blind poles of scientistic and otherworldly religious understanding. 

Scientism and religiosity may be forever at odds with each other, but both are alike in 

blinkering out the infinite field of consciousness within. A classical sacred text of India, 

specifically verses 7-8 of the Isa Upanisad, assists understanding in re-accessing this 

infinite within and its connection to the world of beings without. The short passage is 

luminous in setting the parameters of the open elective space of consciousness so that 

both critical reason and spiritual reach may agree at a baseline level of demonstration. 

The core lines are:. “In  whom all  beings/  have  become  just  the  Self of the discerner/ 
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Then what delusion, what sorrow is there of him who perceives the unity. He has 

environed”. 

 

Demystified, this passage means that all beings in the world are understood by an 

enlightened person as constituting one’s deepest self, the divine within (called the atman 

in this tradition, the soul in the Christian tradition). Where one discerns so as to include 

all beings as in essence one’s own ultimate being, the argument is, one experiences no 

delusion or sorrow. We may observe here the innermost common principle of Hinduism 

and Buddhism). The reason no delusion can limit vision is, it is implied, because the 

partiality of delusion has been overcome. There is nothing left or blocked out of view 

because one’s outlook includes that of all other beings. This way of being can suffer no 

sorrow because, it is implicitly reasoned, all sorrow comes from losing what one has or 

wants. Identification with all beings makes this impossible because nothing is truly lost 

in one who has “environed”, or comprehends as one’s true self all that exists. Observe 

here the underlying connection to the Hymn to Purusha examined in the previous 

section. Where God gives himself to create life on earth, the enlightened man lives this 

divine path on earth by identifying with all beings there. Observe too the implicit 

expression of the spiritual principle – that which crosses the divisions of all beings in 

encompassing life presence. The inner argument of the Isa Upanisad can be spelled out 

without any leap of faith or suspension of critical rationality. This is not to say that 

critical rationality cannot find problems of the reasoning implied. 

 

Here reason can question both implied conclusions – that one “who has so environed” 

cannot suffer “delusion” or “sorrow”. For even if one agrees that an I-consciousness can 

identify with all other beings as one’s wider being – for example, an ecologist who 

soundly thinks through the whole from within as his own true wider body – this 

identification with admits of error. The comprehensive body of knowledge of the others’ 

being ‘from within’ is always incomplete. It may be rightly responded  that 

incomparably less delusion will occur by identification with all beings, as in the 

‘spiritual ecologist’ example, and that any delusions there are will be more likely 

identified and corrected. One can hardly reject this conclusion. While it may seem 

paradoxical that spiritual method can thus be more scientific than merely externalist 

science, the paradox is resolvable. As explained in Reclaiming Rationality and Scientific 

Method: The Life-Coherence Principle as Global System Imperative, scientific method 

requires revision in this direction to be fully valid science. Conversely, spirituality 

certainly requires fallibilist understanding to cross the divisions of beings with science’s 

assistance. The second claim of “no sorrow” from one “in whom all beings have become 

the self of the discerner” is problematic as well. While sorrow from losing what one 

wants may be extinguished, sorrow from the suffering of other beings with whom one 

identifies may grow. This is not necessarily a disvalue, however, as wrongly assumed in 

philosophies and religions which seek to end sorrow altogether. Sorrow can be a fuller 

and deeper range of felt being, and thus a life good – as explained in The Transcultural 

Idea: Good as Happiness and Negation of Pain. This good is not considered in the 

Vedas or in Buddhism. So for another reason, analysis may reject the argument of the 

Isa Upanisad for its negation of all sorrow. All-encompassing identification with other 

beings and release from sorrow in fact conflict. Think of tragic sensibility.  Its 

spirituality is found in facing the experience of a suffering spread across an entire state 

or community. Its final ending in a new community of recognition from which all  learn, 
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a “sadder but wiser” understanding, may be said to be a spiritual progression – and in 

the opposite direction of the extinction of sorrow. 

 

On the other hand, the Isa passage may imply a very different kind of identification with 

other beings than is explained here – identification solely with the divine and non- 

material presence within that is indifferent to bodily problems. This is a standard 

reading, but it requires a dualism between soul and body whereby embodied states and 

suffering are of no concern. Instead they are wholly detached from. This is an ultimate 

contradiction of dominant religions. They claim to revere God’s Creation, but devalue 

the world in desire to escape from it to an otherworldly heaven. Their founding seers 

and prophets may in fact stand for the opposite, but the institutions of power in their 

name reverse their spiritual meaning –to cross the duality of soul and embodiment, 

heaven and earth, to dynamically seek their becoming one. By this reversal of ultimate 

meaning, system-caused sufferings on earth are avoided by retreat from them to an 

other-world. Simultaneously, the this-worldly structures of power causing the suffering 

are blinkered out - for example, the suffering of millions without food amidst plenty, 

and the life world looted and polluted by private powers. This is why one will find 

almost no dominant religion ever calling for an ecological change to the ruling system to 

protect life. These greatest evils are blocked out at the ground by the dualism in which 

embodied life is disconnected from and its structures of rule are off-limits to worship as 

“mixing religion and politics”. Instead of spirit crossing the divisions among beings in 

felt identification of an encompassing life presence, a man-made ghostly realm of power 

and hierarchy with no embodied life occupies the inner infinitude instead. Not for the 

life of all beings is the spirit to be moved, but for a disembodied, changeless and 

judgmental almighty constructed by men. Spirituality as community of presence across 

divisions is thus unconsciously reversed into the idolatry of a manufactured image of an 

other-world. 

 

Spiritual philosophy can stand with or without the onto-axiological step to the existence 

of an all-inclusive God. But it cannot stand if the soul and worship of the supreme being 

decouples from wellbeing of people’s lives. Otherwise it is life-incoherent religion and 

divided against itself. In the words of the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley about those who 

would be good: “A man must imagine intensely and comprehensively; he must put 

himself in the place of another and of many others; the pains and pleasures of his 

species must become his own”. Shelley’s spiritual vision may be anthropocentric and 

gender-specific to us now, but he pellucidly identifies the inner logic of spirituality’s 

identification across human differences and divisions – feeling with each and all as 

oneself from within. Today a more universal spiritual ecology to include all beings can 

be scientifically articulated in release from the science-religion dichotomy, and more 

deeply from the dualism of embodied world and divine consciousness within. To cite 

the spiritual witness of Tolstoy in War and Peace: “The most difficult thing but an 

essential one is to love life, to love it even while one suffers, because Life is all. Life is 

God, and to love life means to love God”. One might add that the diversity of the world 

thus becomes oneself. How is this conceivable to reason? Here analysis returns to the 

complementarity rather than opposition of science and spirituality. Spiritual 

consciousness and ecological science become compossible in  the life-coherence 

principle that each’s validity requires. In science, understanding provides the replicable 

observation   of   impersonal   laws   of   nature   which   enable   life.   In      spirituality, 
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consciousness attunes to life from within consistent with this universal law-body. 

Together the inner-outer substance of human and natural life can be experienced as 

consciously one. 

 

8. Reconnecting Heaven to Earth: The Inner-Outer Infinite of Spiritual 

Comprehension 

 

The question of connection of spirit to this-worldly life arises. Why would those who 

have experienced the infinite radiance of the encompassing light presence be concerned 

with the world of matter and death rather than remaining in personal peace?  The 

ultimate longing to escape “the prison-house of the soul”, as Plato called it, has been an 

underlying theme across spiritual philosophies for millennia. The infinite light 

consciousness is the goal - with or without God. Buddhist spirituality, for example, 

reports the infinite radiance of enlightened consciousness, which one may summarize as 

“pure luminous openness without center”. Mahayana Buddhism in general and Tantric- 

Tibetan Buddhism in particular express such illumined being as the ultimate presence of 

infinitude, with no God behind or beyond it. Revealingly the properties of spirituality 

found in theism and non-theism are almost identical here. Not only is the spiritual 

understood as the crossing of divisions and dualities in the infinite presence belonging to 

none. The ultimate moral principles are alike in negating attachment to the self and 

entities of the material world. 

 

On the other hand, once any divide of dualism arises between the horizonless light- 

fields of consciousness and the embodied world of life, conception becomes incoherent. 

This is why Plato insists on re-entry into the cave of the embodied world to release 

infinite consciousness from its chains of conditioning, and why Krishna demands that 

the reluctant Arjuna fight against the reign of injustice free of any attachment to 

embodied reward. It is also why the prophets of Israel and Jesus call for care for the 

oppressed as God’s command, and why Mahayana Buddhism rejects the Theravadan 

ideal of an enlightened arhat or saint for the Bodhisattva path of universal 

enlightenment of sentient life. In fact, the primary sources of the great religions almost 

all reject a heaven-earth dualism, although it must be acknowledged that confusion 

remains profound on this ultimate issue. Analysis can find countervailing dualist 

tendencies at work in even the original testaments – for example, in the Islamic Koran 

as well as the Hindu Upanishads the meaning that “the only true life is of the other 

world”, a pivotal idea found also in the post-Gospel teachings of St. Paul. In truth, 

however, such dualism is self-confuting. It locates the higher model and source of the 

world’s transformation in an other and opposite world whose ontology and ethic cannot 

coherently apply. 

 

Deeper analysis of the primary sources of the great religions discloses instead an 

ultimately unifying vocation to uplift the world in light of the laws of higher being on 

earth Thus even the “consciousness-only” philosophy of the Buddihist Mahayana, the 

canonical Madhyamika teaches “The limit of Samsara [the wheel of birth and death] and 

limit of Nirvana [desireless ecstasy] are exactly the same”. That is, neither breaks the 

universal laws of interdependency and enlightenment which apply to these opposed 

ways of being. In parallel rejection of any ultimate dualism of heaven and earth, the 

ultimate commandments affirmed by Jesus – to love God and thy neighbour as thyself  - 
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are implicitly equated as complementary aspects of one ultimate principle across the 

divine-human division. Similarly, in Hinduism the world is God’s body in the ecstatic 

dance of becoming, not as its dogmatic versions claim a mere optical illusion or puppet 

show. Judaism has been rooted in the embodied world from the start, and Islam like both 

Judaism and Christianity emphasizes the ultimate obligation to help the poor, sick and 

needy – a recurrent demand from heaven to life on earth which can only make sense if 

they are integrally connected. The golden rule which all the great religions affirm in 

some form originates as a moral law from ‘heaven’ (the higher realm of universal 

consciousness in all with variations) which governs across the embodied self-other 

division. The implicit idea of heaven on earth in the form of an internal requirement of 

this-worldly life is clear: “Do nor do unto others what you would not do to yourself 

(Confucianism), “love thy neighbour as thyself” (Christianity), “None of you will have 

faith until he wishes for his brother what he likes for himself” (Islam). It is worth noting 

here that “heaven” in Chinese philosophy, Taoism as well as Confucianism,  is the 

source of ultimate law on earth with no otherworldly split at all. The dualism of heaven 

and earth is found here only in popular superstitions. In short, a unifying theme of the 

world’s great religions is this bridge from heaven to earth through recognition of a law 

of higher consciousness which crosses the inner-outer and self-other divides. 

 

Yet it cannot be denied that body-despising fulminations and regulations still abound 

through the institutions of the major religions which alienate the life-world as abhorrent 

in even its natural functions. So far as these violate universal human life necessities of 

being human – as they continually do in such matters as homicidal absolutism, sexist 

division and life-destructive punishments – these religious formations are corruptions of 

the higher consciousness which generate these religions themselves. Invariably rooted in 

parochial and this-worldly power structures, they are in fact idolatrous in form  – 

worship of man-made constructions. On the other hand, there is a more general tendency 

of world religions in which mere escape from this-worldly challenges is sought in an 

otherworldly realm as an end in itself. In the face of every individual’s eventual illness, 

age, and death, religion is made a consolation with afterlife benefits for the religiously 

obedient as compensation. This world’s universal problems are not confronted, but 

displaced by desires for a projected heaven for individual selves who get there by 

conformity to ruling commands of this world. This is false religion. Rather than connect 

across the sufferings of preventable illness, incapacitation and death to enable a better 

life for all, embodied life is rejected as such. At the same time social-structural 

oppressions imposing the worst tragedies of life are assumed as the inevitable suffering 

of being embodied to begin with – again projecting the problems of life-blind rule onto 

life itself. Indeed dominant religions typically collaborate in these oppressions by 

legitimizing the ruling order imposing them as given or sanctified by God. 

 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels recognized much of this pathological pattern, but 

revealingly the young Marx emphasized instead the spirit’s yearning to be free from 

these oppressions of the social order assumed as God’s will. He says (his emphases) 

“religious suffering is the expression of real suffering and at the same time a protest 

against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a 

heartless world, the spirit of spiritless conditions”. Marx thus recognizes the positive 

qualities to religious feeling – “the heart of a heartless world” and “the spirit of spiritless 

conditions”,  not  merely  “the  opiate  of  the  people”  he  goes  on  to  call  it.  Spiritual 
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consciousness, in contrast, is the opposite of an opiate. It identifies with the lives of 

other beings by its nature, and as life-coherent seeks to overcome heartless conditions. 

Heaven is not retreated to, so to speak, but brought to earth. All the great religious 

teachers have expressed this universal pattern of commitment. Yet what Marx seeks by 

working-class led social revolution, spiritual consciousness seeks by internal 

transformation grounded in universal life concern. While these approaches are wrongly 

assumed as incompatible in principle, it is this grounding in all-encompassing 

identification with life value that defines the ground of both. It is in this bridging of 

heaven within to life in the world that the moving core of the world’s great visions is 

found. This integral connection is indeed required to define their meaning for life. 

 

Thus at the heart of the Vedas is implied a spiritual ecology ‘seeing all others as just in 

the self’. Mahayana Buddhist enlightenment demands infinite compassion with other 

sentient being as its summum bonum. The Judaic prophets stand against the oppression 

of the weak as the voice of God through them. Jesus confronts virtually every institution 

of earthly power of his day on behalf of the life deprived and oppressed. From worlds 

and ages apart, Koran theism and ancient Confucian non-theism alike require putting 

oneself in the other’s place to cross the material divisions between selves. All, in short, 

express one underlying ultimate principle of bridging heaven to earth versus separating 

them. The eternal is not found in an other-world, but in ultimate principles of life 

concern for this one. Here lies the spiritual substance of religion and its undeveloped 

logic of meaning. Life-giving relation is the underlying onto-ethical essence –  a 

universal life concern beyond sects and species. The source of this ultimate concern may 

be called God, the Tao, Buddhahood, human love, the soul, or the Great Spirit, but its 

inner core of meaning joins across all divisions. The underlying meta principle is to 

bring the laws of heaven or higher consciousness into the world by most inclusively 

enabling life on earth - with the moving of the spirit by universal life identification 

rather than self or self-group gain. Unlike the mores of morality and ethics of historical- 

economic determination, the logical nature of spiritual principles is unconditional in 

universality of life concern. This is the defining ecology of spirit as all-inclusive being 

becoming more all-inclusive being. The test of its moral truth beyond law-governed 

scientific interrelations is the coherently inclusive direction of its life-enabling purpose. 

No ultimate otherness of any kind – of knowing, of selves, of species, of heaven versus 

earth or life and death – distorts all-encompassing identification to become more 

coherently inclusive life. In this spiritual ecology, no life function is excluded by the 

compossibly enabling interrelationship of all that is comprehended; and inner life is at 

the same time the felt being of this encompassing life presence in jointly life-grounded 

becoming. These are the outer and inner sides of full spiritual consciousness across 

dualities, and it is revealing to ask which great spiritual leader across cultures and times 

is not moved in accord with this underlying meaning. 

 

The Oxyrhynchus Sayings of Jesus – lost gospel fragments of greater historical 

authenticity than those in the bible according to many biblical scholars – are worth 

citing here. We may observe in this summative statement of Jesus his direct bridging of 

the “kingdom of heaven within” to universal identification with all that exists Jesus is 

asked: “Who then are they that draw us, and when shall come the kingdom of heaven?” 

He answers: “The fowls of the heaven and of the beasts whatever is beneath the earth or 

upon the earth and the fishes of the sea, these are they that draw you, and the kingdom 
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of heaven is within you, and whosoever knoweth himself shall find it, and having found 

it ye shall know yourselves to be sons and heirs of the Father the Almighty”. Observe 

(1) that “the Almighty” is here conceived not as external power dealing waste to all that 

opposes its believers’ absolutist constructions, but is all beings of this world who carry 

or “draw” life together; (2) that ‘the kingdom of heaven’ is not another realm 

inaccessible to direct encounter, but is within s/he who opens to it; and (3) that not a 

single Christ is son of God, but all who know this infinite within and its cosmic round of 

sustaining all life including one’s own. God and the embodied world are not separate 

and opposite realms, but the infinite inside and outside of the humanly experienced life 

in all its modes of its mutually supporting as undividably one. This is the ultimate 

ecology – the inside and the outside of the cosmos made conscious as one 

interconnected whole. Ecosystem science tracks its infinite outer aspects in 

interconnection and spiritual consciousness is one with all and beyond from within. 

 

In an underlying parallel which reveals a cultural universality of this meta meaning, “the 

Father in heaven” referred to by Jesus is like “the Tao” of Chinese philosophy. Both are 

equivalent to the organizing source of all that exists in continuous creative process. In 

anticipation of the next full chapter, we may see here the inner-outer infinite and its 

cosmic ecological round crossing the most distant civilizations in unifying conception. 

An all-sustaining presence across diverse beings is recognized from within as a 

universal One drawing each and all through time. This is a conception to which the 

scientific ecologist as well as the spiritual consciousness can relate as outward and 

inward comprehension of an infinitely interrelated and unified process. 

 

9. Re-Grounding Spirituality: From the Light-Fields to Universal Life Necessities 

 

What then of the desireless ecstasy of the Vedic and Buddhist religions which is only 

accessed by being withdrawn from the embodied world in enjoyment of an inward 

infinitude of light-bliss? The properties of this divine-consciousness realm are opposed 

to the embodied world in every attribute of conception. In traditional theisms, these 

oppositions are absolute. God is eternal where human beings are mortal, infallibly 

benevolent where they are sinful, omnipotent where they are weak, and omniscient in 

design and foreknowledge where they are ignorant. These are the humanity-opposite 

features of God found in standard theisms and false religions alike. In philosophical 

Hinduism, the oppositions are resolved by the atman presence within beings which is 

God or Brahman - Tat tvam asi. (“That art thou”). But only the enlightened can 

recognize this divine consciousness within which lies deep beneath one’s  conditioning 

as a separate entity. In contrast, any such equation of one’s ultimate self to God in 

Judaism, medieval Christianity or Islam is blasphemy punishable by  excommunication 

or death. 

 

Buddhism has no such God, but posits a similar contradiction between the mortal, 

divided and ignorant selves of the embodied world and the divine illumination of 

enlightened being which is eternal, undivided, and “not of this world”. The divine realm 

and the embodied world in all these cases are dualistic, with liberation only through 

leaving the round of miserable finitude behind for the divine realm of infinite rapture. 

This conception of heaven is of a realm sufficient unto itself with no “gross body” left, a 

white-light field whose infinite presence overflows experience and conceptual  meaning 
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in almost all the descriptions across the religions of the great civilizations. In those of 

India, life at best ends off the wheel of embodiment forever – in effect, divine 

consciousness without any life body. The yogas of access to this divine realm are 

manifold, but the philosophical explanation is that consciousness is understood as free 

only when it is cleared of any particular entity or idea at all. In this boundless thought 

field without object or attachment, experience is of an open field of consciousness as 

such - an intrinsic infinitude, ‘the kingdom of heaven within’ from a different 

vocabulary of seeing. This yogic heaven is accessed through the crown chakra – where 

the halo is drawn in Western iconography, and the ‘thousand-petalled lotus’ in Indian 

symbolism. Consciousness opens into a horizonless pure light symphony next to which 

this-worldly experience, however exhilarating, pales in comparison. All descriptions of 

this divine light presence within – with or without a God - are variations on one idea, an 

all-encompassing light field in dazzling luminosity with no division or bound to its 

sublime presence. While best known in the Eastern religions, an inner logic of this 

divine illumination can be discerned across spiritual philosophies. Most deeply, an 

underlying choice-space of life-enabling connection of the sublime presence to the 

embodied world outside of it is the turning point of spirituality’s movement outwards – 

the crux of uplifting the world by a great path of liberation all life yearns for, whether in 

the form of Krishna, Buddha or Jesus. In the main, however, the divine realm is 

conceived as a wholly self-sufficient and self-sustaining realm, the end-in-itself of life 

beyond embodiment. In this dualistic conception, the liberation required is of the soul 

from the round of rebirth in the world altogether, an achievement of unity with the 

divine leaving the world behind. 

 

For life-coherent spiritual consciousness, in ultimate contrast, all-encompassing 

connectedness to the world follows from experience of this divine presence, not a retreat 

from the world. As in the Oxyrinchus saying of Jesus above, the heaven-earth division is 

bridged as the inside and outside of the infinite One. The message is, however, buried so 

far as divided understanding of heaven and earth goes, the ruling meta norm across the 

dominant religions. Nonetheless the heaven-earth bridging is recognizable to 

philosophical analysis in even the recognized sacred texts of these religions. It is the 

guiding thread of meaning of the selfless fight for justice in the Hindu Bhagavad-gita, of 

‘the infinite compassion’ of the redeeming Bodhisattva figure  (Buddhism), the 

‘kingdom of heaven at hand’ (Christianity), ‘the inner light of the soul’s transmission’ 

through the world (Sufi Islam),‘the upper light’ of the Jewish Kabbalah exposing this- 

worldly sin, the ‘law of heaven’ which the Tao carries and by which the world is 

governed (Taoism), and the self-subsistent moral law or ‘mandate of heaven’ of 

Confucianism. Along with the inner-outer unity of breath and of the vibrational fields of 

hearing which are aspects of the divine-human connection, the ultimate idea is of a 

unifying field of spiritual oneness across all divisions including of heaven and earth 

themselves. This bridging of heaven to the material world is both the most important 

and least developed substance of spiritual philosophy across religious  traditions. In 

effect now, there are only visionary ideals of universal love or compassion, and little or 

no principled comprehension of liberating the world itself. At the level of social law and 

custom whereby all the worst and lasting oppressions of life on earth occur, the great 

world religions are silent in their most widely instituted teachings. This is a general 

failure of all the world religions even when their seers have been deeply critical of the 

social class and property norms the dominant religious powers sanctify. Krishna, Lao 
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tzu, Mencius, the Hebrew prophets, Jesus, and Gandhi all variously called these ruling 

norms into question. Few have followed them within the religions they stood for. 

 

More profound is the failure of religion to critically address how to live as society rather 

than as individual agents. Human thought across the world religions and indeed 

philosophies has been stuck within a social backwater of submission to ruling privilege 

and command as given. More exactly, the life purpose of society and the universal 

human life necessities all share as human which society alone can provide for is 

essentially an unspeakable ultimate issue – although nothing could more ultimately 

matter for world life and its deliverance. While the prophet legally executed for 

confronting every power of life oppression level of his day faced the problem head on, 

he did not explain the logic of any alternative social order. What is taught  is by 

Christian authorities – he himself never called himself Christ – is that he dualized this- 

worldly rule and the kingdom of heaven. Yet in fact one can deduce revolutionary 

implications from his forgiveness doctrine (society beyond punishment) and his absolute 

repudiation of the god of money versus life (implying Christian communism). Still no 

ultimate basis of life-coherent social ordering is worked out – production and 

distribution of life goods otherwise in short supply. And the nature of life goods 

themselves on which all life and love depend is not to be found here or in wisdom 

literatures across cultures. Even the great movements on the ground of Christian 

socialism and communities – where they have not been persecuted into submission or 

extinction – do not conceive of life capital or goods or the universal human life 

necessities across divisions. 

 

Religions have in this way failed to provide the life-grounds required for their ultimate 

ideas to make sense. This is why dualisms of heaven and earth always return against the 

best attempts of seers to re-connect them. Even though seek in rhetoric an emancipation 

of human and planetary life from evil and oppression, they provide no principled life- 

ground definition to make it possible. Many thoughtful people have therefore concluded 

that spiritual consciousness and religion are a lost cause, too ill-defined and ungrounded 

to lead reason, and too subject to distortions by false religion. Religions, in turn, have 

fallen back on faith and absolutist dogmas to bridge the yawning abyss between ought 

and is, pie-in-the-sky and life reality, irrational dogmas and reasonable belief. Is 

patriarchal theism the problem here – worship of an omnipotent patriarch ruling from on 

high? Or more exactly, is the problem one of official priesthoods preaching God-fearing 

obedience to their norms and demands before all else? 
 

9.1. Why the Buddhist Reformation of Hinduism Still Does Not Solve the Problem 
 

Consider in contrast the spiritual philosophy of Buddhism. Siddhartha Shakyumuni – 

subsequently called the Buddha, “the enlightened one” – was born into the Hindu 

tradition, but brought revolutionary reforms which have reverberated over millennia. 

God or Brahman is no longer the absolute Alpha and Omega of spiritual understanding, 

nor is a brahmin priesthood the instituted middleman receiving sacrificial  goods in 

return for exact incantation of divine favors (for whose overhearing by a low-caste sudra 

the penalty in the Laws of Manu is molten lead poured into the ears). All these religious 

rites and sacrifices are left behind. The onto-ethic of Buddhism denies even  the 

immortal soul or atman. This is the anatman (no-atman) doctrine which regards the 
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innermost self as in fact a constructed illusion. Buddhist religion thereby undermines the 

justification of the caste system. For social caste position is understood in Hinduism as 

the karmic transmigration of the soul to a new body in accordance with past life deeds. 

But this is an impossibility if the immortal self-soul does not exist. The very basis of 

caste division is thus repudiated. Buddhism thus performs a social as well as spiritual 

revolution. 

 

A parable summarizes Siddhartha’s no-nonsense approach. If a man is suffering from a 

terrible wound from an arrow, one should not speculate on the metaphysics of the arrow, 

but remove it. Buddha taught a way of removing the great cause of all suffering, and it 

was – or so he taught - to release sentient being into a way of selfless joy whose four 

steps of understanding are the Four Noble Truths. The first noble truth Buddha proposed 

was to recognize that there are sufferings built into the embodied condition itself – from 

birth (his mother died from his birth), from disease, from old age, and from dying itself. 

These were not all the sufferings identified across the psychological dispositions, but 

they center the famous account of how the young man who was to become the Buddha 

came to his path of enlightenment in the face of the world’s “great wheel of suffering”. 

Riding in a royal carriage as a young prince and asking the driver in successive days 

about what he had never seen before in his privileged palace existence, Siddhartha 

became aware of the vast problems he had never had to face. On the first day, he saw a 

person who was shriveled and could hardly walk, and the driver replied to his question 

“What is that?” with the answer, “It is old age”. On the second day he saw another 

person, deformed in body and skin, and again asked what it was. “It is disease” was the 

driver’s reply. The third day, the prince saw a body lying still and swollen with flies all 

around, and to his question again of what it was, the answer was “death”. According to 

the legend, the prince then left his privileged palace and family existence to seek the 

solution to the great suffering. There were two standard pathways of overcoming 

suffering which he tried – the ascetic pathway of bodily denial, and the  opposite 

pathway of fulfilling one’s corporeal desires. The first made him sick and weak, and the 

second sated and demoralized. So Siddhartha came to what he later taught as “the 

Middle Way”. 

 

The ‘second noble truth’ was the fulcrum. It asserted that there is a general cause of all 

suffering, attachment to objects of desire, most primarily to the idea of an independent 

and permanent self. The third noble truth followed – to end suffering by extinguishing 

its cause of desires or attachments. These two principles comprise the essence of 

Buddha’s solution. While it has been argued that these insights were already implicit in 

the Upanishads, the founder of Buddhism crystallized the meaning in exact propositions 

and argument with no faith or God required. Beneath the four noble truths, in turn, are 

two meta laws of reality. One is that everything in the world changes – all is transitory 

and there are no fixed selves or things (the anatman and anicca doctrines respectively). 

The other is that “everything depends on everything else at once and in unison”. This is 

the principle of interdependency or pratityasamutpada. To crave or attach to any self, 

thing or state as permanent or independent, therefore, goes against the laws of reality 

itself. It is merely grasping to illusion and, therefore, causes suffering when reality kicks 

in. By enlightened consciousness recognizing this structure of illusion, Buddhism 

reasons, it is released from the wheel of pain and suffering. At first, the Theravada 

school taught this desireless bliss and freedom from suffering could be achieved by an 
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enlightened saint or arhat. Then the later Mahayana school argued that the principle of 

interdependency required that all sentient beings must be delivered for any  true 

liberation to be achieved. The bodhisattva replaced the arhat, and his/her vocation was 

to ferry others across the great river of delusion to enlightenment. The process of 

enlightenment called “the Middle Way” is the pathway between the extremes of self- 

indulgence and self-mortification. It essentially consists in comprehensive equanimity 

across the domains of one’s life and consciousness, and it is led by the fourth noble 

truth, “the Eightfold Path” – conscious being released from partiality of any kind across 

the modes of life. Right outlook, resolves, speech, acts, livelihood, endeavor, 

mindfulness, and ecstasies of concentration are these modes of its liberation.  Yet 

without criteria of the moral operator “right” before each nor of the extremes between 

which “the Middle Way” steers, there is no principled ground of meaning to go by. 

What standard decides what the extremes are, or what the middle between them is? 

Without criteria, anything can qualify as extreme or as the middle – including 

desirelessness itself. 

 

More deeply, the states of consciousness evaluated here are all subjective and agent- 

relative so that principles of enlightened social organization are occluded. As with other 

religions, the goal of heavenly bliss and its principles of achievement do not address 

social structures of life oppression which in fact cause the most suffering. In Buddhism 

and the Vedanta before it, the only real issue is consciousness itself. The aim is to join 

one’s thought to a field of boundless light consciousness which is opened to by freeing it 

from attachment to any element at all. In the words of the Buddhist Majjhima-nikaya, 

the consciousness of the sage becomes “deep, fathomless, and immeasurable like the 

mighty ocean”. In “right rapture of concentration” one level after another of enlightened 

consciousness is ascended towards Nirvana, the desireless and unattached bliss of 

replete illumination. The implied explanatory model, in sum, is of an oceanic field of 

consciousness which by its nature crosses the divisions between selves and things in a 

non-duality of universal presence from which the Mahayana idea of “boundless 

compassion” follows. None of this inward path, however, connects its luminous 

infinitude to how a society is to live as an organizing order across time. While universal 

compassion is Buddhism’s implied answer, it gives no answer to the social question, but 

rather voids it. Similar in ideal to the love of Christianity, there are no organizing 

principles by which a society itself ought to live; or, more challengingly, by which one 

can recognize how the surrounding social rule causes people to suffer oppressive 

deprivation independently of their own states of consciousness – for example, by no 

reliable source of clean water. This is the great avoidance zone of traditional religions. 

In Buddhism as in other monastic religions there is the sangha of monks, but it is 

disconnected from the ultimate issue of how society is to live to ensure the universal life 

goods needed by its members to exist in the embodied world. Not even the standard of 

what a life good is in this sense is conceived because, as with other religions, another 

world of pure bliss is fastened upon as an otherworldly goal. With or without God, no 

defining principle exists of the life needs to which awakened spirituality is always called 

- whether by compassion, love, dharma, human heartedness, or the mandate of heaven. 
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9.2. Desireless Release from Suffering: How Universal Life Necessities Are 

Abstracted Out 
 

On the one hand, the Buddhist revolution is momentous in its liberation of life from the 

trammels of inherited false religion. Spiritual consciousness is governed by principles of 

rational understanding not dependent on any dictator in the sky, rituals of life sacrifice, 

or inherited caste order. Buddhist principle and practice also favor peace over war. Yet 

there is no Buddhist comprehension of what a society requires to live in peace on earth. 

A single-minded focus on the psyche’s release from suffering rules. The end  of 

suffering may be bracingly welcome as an ideal when Western philosophy is largely 

indifferent to it, when Confucianism normally ignores it, and when orthodox Hinduism 

sanctifies an order in which oppression of lower classes and untouchables is seen as a 

duty (as in the Laws of Manu and the Arthasastras). Yet the failure of Buddhist doctrine 

itself here lies between the lines. There is no distinction in principle between the 

universal needs of life without which every being biologically suffers and the mere 

objects of self desire that any life can do better without. They are indiscriminately 

conceived as ‘desires’ or ‘attachments’ as such with no distinction arising between 

them. Thus the felt needs for life necessities are not told apart from psychological 

desires for objects the self wants. They are treated as the same. This short-fall of 

comprehension could not be of greater life-and-death significance. With no distinction 

between the universal life necessities that all need and particular desires of private 

selves – a distinction which is still most wanting in the contemporary world – the 

conception of non-attached happiness is absurd. At the social and global levels of life 

organization, understanding is left without any resource to distinguish between the 

desires for luxury vehicles and people’s needs for food and water. 

 

The underlying problem is that conflation of need and desire objects is life-incoherent. 

Wants for food, water and warmth can be interpreted as desires or attachments from 

which the enlightened should detach to avoid suffering. Since Buddhism is directly 

based on the extinction of all wants and attachments with no such distinction, this 

occlusion runs to the very heart of its truth capacity. At the same time, it cannot 

recognize system-caused sufferings by gross deprivation of people’s necessities of life 

amidst plenty by a life-blind ruling order – the main problem in the world today. 

Religious onto-ethics normally sidesteps this problem at the social level, and this is why 

religion is so often interpreted as merely ideological. The problem is not raised or met 

even within the Buddhist canon. Again the universal life-necessity base drops out. Earth 

is disconnected from, and social-system injustice and vast suffering continue on. Social- 

structural and institutional sin do not exist. In decisive contrast, life-coherent spirituality 

grounds in the principled distinction between self wants and  universal human 

necessities. Recognition of the ultimate opposition between life needs and self desires 

re-grounds the spiritual vocation of answering the call of suffering on earth – mass life 

oppression in proportion to the universal life means deprived. It may be replied that the 

“subtle body” is the concern of Buddhism, not the “gross body”. Yet this answer merely 

repeats the problem. Life on earth is thus disconnected from, and so the most systematic 

and global suffering remains unopposed at its source – the suffering from human life 

capacities destroyed by social-system deprivation of the universal life means of people 

and ecosystems. 
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For spiritual philosophy to re-enter the world on behalf of universal life needs is the 

ultimate challenge across religions. Yet religions in general blinker out life support 

systems as such, and typically repudiate the life body itself as inferior and even 

disgusting – full of frailties, foul-smelling, subject to disease and death, and so on. In 

Western ascetic religion and idealism too, the transitory is viewed in a similar way, a 

profound warp against embodied life itself. As Friedrich Nietzsche argued, there is a 

kind of revenge against this-worldly life which can only be satisfied by religiously 

mortifying and repressing it. Thus the spiritual, whose ultimate call is to bridge the 

heaven-earth disconnection, recoils from life to find comfort in the illusions of   religion 

– what Sigmund Freud pursued after Nietzsche. Again the heaven-earth divide seems 

unbridgeable within the given parameters of understanding. Even when God is made 

flesh in Christianity and its prophet demands relief for those without food, home, clothes 

or care as the serving of God, the liberation theology which calls for “the resurrection of 

Jesus Christ in the body of the suffering people” is not welcome. It is systematically 

silenced from the official religious center. 

 

10. Redeeming the World: Bhagavad-gita and its Moral Code of Embodied Action 

 

Along with the Buddhist reformation of India’s spiritual tradition, there is a major turn 

within orthodox Hinduism towards entry of divine consciousness into the world to fight 

injustice. The avatar Krishna is Vishnu’s vehicle. Radhakrishnan precisely describes 

Bhagavad-gita’s ultimate framework of action as follows (with accents again deleted). 

“In its transcendental aspect the Supreme is the pure Self unaffected by any action or 

experience, detached and unconcerned. In its dynamic aspect, it not only supports but 

governs the whole cosmic action. - - - The Gita is interested in redeeming the world - - 

Krishna represents the Vishnu aspect [God as Preserver] - - an incarnation or descent of 

the divine into the human frame”. 

 

The philosophical climax of the Gita occurs when Krishna explains to the unwilling lead 

warrior, Arjuna, why he must fight the rule of an opposing royal clan whose injustice 

consists in winning the kingdom in a fraudulent gamble with lies, cheating, and 

willingness to rape and murder. While the lot of the people themselves beyond the royal 

clans does not enter conception, Krishna’s advice to Arjuna on the necessity and the 

rightness of action stands on its own as a universal onto-ethical code for enlightened 

action on the embodied plane. Its instruction is so striking and unequivocal in its 

bridging of God-consciousness to this-worldly action that it deserves principled 

consideration as a solution. In yogic terms, it combines jnana yoga (the yoga of 

knowledge), bhakti yoga (the yoga of devotion), and karma yoga (the yoga of action) – 

the latter distinguishing this work in Indian sacred thought. The Upanishadic teaching of 

“becoming good by good action, and bad by bad action” is spelled out in the Gita’s core 

onto-ethical verses 38-52. This study focuses on these principles as universal 

independent of their ethno-religious context and religious function in the epic story of 

the Mahabharata (which is over 15-times the length of the standard bible). Krishna 

begins his philosophical counsel (as distinguished from appeal to warrior rank) when he 

says “do thou become free, O Arjuna, from the three-fold modes” - that is, the primary 

constituents of embodied substance which are called gunas. From the start we may see 

the standard decoupling from the embodied world in Indo-European thought across 

religions – but now it is to redeem the world itself. Arjuna is told by Krishna that to be 
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ready for the action he enters, he must “treat alike pleasure and pain, gain and loss, 

victory and defeat”. This instruction seems self-contradictory in principle - to free 

oneself from embodied life propensities so as to succeed on the embodied plane which 

has just been renounced. Simultaneously, armed force resolution and mass death as the 

necessary resolution poses a contradiction to justice at the higher level of non-killing – 

“non-injury to life” being an innermost cord of moral concern through the Hindu, Jain 

and Buddhist religions. Despite these initially staggering problems, analysis will bracket 

them out for now to stay with the general principles of action themselves to test their 

universalizability across positional and cultural differences as well  as concrete 

situations. In this light, Krishna next advises Arjuna to “be free from the dualities” 

altogether, the dualities beginning with the spirit-matter opposition itself. Krishna 

explains that the duality most disabling enlightened action is between the self’s 

“acquisitions and preservation” and purely principled action without any  ulterior 

motive. Krishna here proposes a set of principles which may be the most strikingly 

challenging in world philosophy: “To action alone thou hast a right and never at all to its 

fruit; let not the fruits of action be thy motive; neither let there be any attachment to 

inaction./ Fixed in yoga, do thy work”. 

 

The fruits of action to be renounced are not only the rewards external to the action, but 

the success of the action itself. One has a right to one’s action, the ultimate basis of 

human freedom, but as enlightened no ultimate right beyond it. One does it for the 

goodness of the action itself. Moral theory may be tempted to call this a ‘deontological’ 

position – bound by duty alone. Yet analysis here will move to a deeper level of 

explanation. The just action itself is all, and one’s own payoffs or goal fulfilment are 

beside the point. Acting for justice in and for itself is the pure motivation. Yet the 

requirement to purefy out all claims to the fruits of one’s actions is in conflict with 

everything which is normally assumed as rational and just. The formal definition of 

rationality today, for example, is consistently self-maximizing choice. Krishna’s 

instruction prescribes the very opposite. Any other incentives of action are to be ruled 

out. This turns the ultimate premise of free-market thinking upside down. Here the 

motive is not gain of commodity or money-value for oneself. The only proper governor 

of action is doing the right thing for itself. And, Krishna adds immediately, any holding 

to inaction is not an option to an enlightened agent. “Fixed in yoga” – that is, in skilled 

exactitude of joining action to the divine consciousness - one must “do thy work”. On 

the surface, all this seems impossible except to the religious devotee. On the other hand, 

Krishna words may crystallize the moving principle of all self-surpassing action – the 

secret not only of the great artist, scientist or philosopher, but of the surpassing athlete 

and warrior. For so fixed in pure concentration on the task, completely undistracted by 

pay-off or whether one will succeed or fail, the action is so replete with the doing of it 

that nothing else can interfere. The usual temptations away from the better and more 

difficult action do not enter the mind. This is why yogic concentration is so highlighted. 

The fruits of the action are external to the action. The gnawing questions - “What is in it 

for me?”, “Will I fail?”,“What about the rewards?” “What might I lose?” – distract 

attention from the action. These interests of self-serving are thus locked out by the  wise 

– in Lao tzu’s words from the distant Taoist tradition, “the door with no bolts that 

cannot be opened”. 
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Giving to the action without remainder, Krishna teaches, is only possible by an “even 

mind in success and failure”. One might think here of scientists impartially looking for 

the life-saving cure at personal cost, athletes who always do best by giving themselves 

to the action alone, and higher learning for its own sake despite the painstaking 

requirements. For Krishna, the unifying principle is yoga, yoking higher consciousness 

to the embodied performance. “Yoga is skill in action”, “the discipline of intelligence” 

indifferent to self rewards. Anything less maintains the bonds of extrinsic attachment. 

This is why Krishna says, “pitiful are those who seek for the fruits of their action”. We 

may see this logic of action in Japanese Zen as well, explained well by Eugen Herrigel’s 

Zen in the Art of Archery millennia later. Yet a more ultimate question remains 

unanswered. While Krishna and the religious tradition from which he speaks assume the 

right action is known to which one must so devote oneself, we have no criterion of what 

the right is to apply beyond certitudes the established norms or duties. Assumption of 

the right thing to do without a defining criterion of it is pervasive from ancient days to 

the present. Yet there is hardly an evil action that is not done in the name of the right. 

How is one to know whether it is good or right as claimed, or the opposite? 

 

On the face of it, the older Upanishads supplies a generic answer not supplied by 

Krishna. The Kena Upanisad features the voice of Death speaking to a youth, Naciketas, 

whose self-sacrifice has won the right to ask the secret to Death’s mystery: “The  better 

is one thing, the pleasanter quite another. - - - The wise man chooses the better - - The 

stupid man from getting-and-keeping chooses the pleasanter - - and goes from death to 

death”. Yet again, however, no positive ultimate positive principle of the right is given 

beyond not getting and keeping. To return to the war situation, how is one to tell who is 

right between the God-guided warriors of India and the Yahweh-, Allah- or Christ- 

guided warriors of non-India, if all sides follow the method of non-attachment to self 

fruits, but with opposite moral certainties of who is right? Those on the warring sides 

may renounce any extrinsic self interest in the conflict, as they often indeed do, but they 

may in this way only more ferociously destroy one another and other life. The ultimate 

question of what side is right in impartial principle, if any side at all is, fails to be posed 

or answered. All sides assume their side is right a-priori, and justifications follow from 

this certitude. It is the most unanswered question in religious, national and ethnic 

conflicts around the world. Invariably each side assumes superiority of virtue, the more 

so the deeper the conflict is. Krishna in fact backs the side that chooses him with no 

discussion of the rightness of their cause, which abundant evidence from the great epic 

itself calls into question long prior to the battle. These rather vile actions of the “right 

side”, however, dissolve from view. 

 

In a kind of unifying metaphor of the problem, international sports competitions which 

most of the world follows in utmost devotion to one or other side, the question of who is 

really right does not arise. All sides already assume they are the good guys, just as 

peoples and alliances on the world stage do in conflicts and wars. The battle decides, not 

any principled life-ground. Krishna waves the problem aside, saying that the person who 

has “yoked his intelligence casts away even here both good and evil” (verse 50, 

emphasis added). We now confront the problem compounded - not only an absence of 

any higher-order principle to tell the good from the bad across conflicts, but the issue 

itself of good and evil explicitly “cast away”. So how can spiritual consciousness know 

in universalizable principle who is right and to what extent in any group conflict, war 
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most of all? The greater the life stakes and more unexamined the certitudes, the more 

imperative the principle is to recognize. Study will find no answer to this meta question 

in the Bhagavad-gita. The closest we come to a universal answer is in Shanti (Peace) 

Parva 329.13 of the Mahabharata. Here the instruction is, “I hold that this is  truth 

which is fraught with the greatest benefit to all creatures”. This may be the most 

inclusive positive formula of the right or good that one will find anywhere. 

Epistemological value (truth) and moral value (the good) are uniquely unified and all 

creatures are covered. Yet the statement lacks any criteria of “benefit” and “fraught 

with” to clarify its sweeping meaning. At the same time, statements in the context of the 

formula, like “no person in this world - - - can support life without injuring other 

creatures” (130.27-8) and creatures slaying each other is “the language of the world” 

(25.14-16) altogether ambiguate its meaning. Just as fatally, the underlying metaphysic 

of Krishna’s teaching itself is that death is only “changing the garment of an eternal 

soul”, no more significant in loss than the casting off used clothes. (Bhagavad-gita, 

Chapter 2, 22). So the perfect and selfless form of action which Krishna defines – and 

which remains even through the twentieth-century account by Aurobindo Ghose – is 

perfectly consistent with a systematically life-destructive warrior trance. No guiding life 

purpose is ever stated. Rather the supreme power of an omnipotent and infallible will 

operates through the believer as obedient instrument. “Now I am become Death, the 

destroyer of worlds”, says Krishna in his God aspect in the Gita. The pattern is 

transcultural, as fixed in its commission over millennia as armed wars in which the 

combatants are certain their cause is right with no life-coherent principle to test their 

ruling assumption. This is perhaps the ultimate problem of religion, and indeed of the 

human condition itself. 

 

In a more personal tradition of warrior art, the enlightened perfect stroke of the Zen 

swordsman in Japan yields “the other man’s head like a ripe fruit in his lap”, as reported 

without critical comment in Daitetz Suzuki’s Zen and Japanese Culture. Spiritual 

philosophy clearly requires more principled thinking through at a level in which 

homicide is not a consummatory event of skill in action. More exactly, the missing life- 

ground of the world must be reconnected to, the universal needs of  life be 

comprehended in this conception, and an inclusively life-coherent compass of direction 

must guide the powers of higher consciousness in action. What calls the spirit, the 

infinite within to embodied action, remains so undefined as to permit the most heinous 

life destruction to be executed with great skill in the name of God or higher being. 

 

11. Spirit Infuses the Material Mould: Aurobindo’s Integral Yoga and Theory of 

Evolution 

 

Aurobindo Ghose goes furthest in the Indian philosophical tradition to bridge the divine- 

human and spirit-matter dichotomies by arguing that matter is spirit in evolutionary 

ascension to ever higher grades of consciousness. In his distinctively modern and post- 

Darwinian philosophy, atman the “divine presence within”, is understood in a this- 

worldly way. Aurobindo’s principal work, The Life Divine, argues that the atman’s most 

evident proof is found in universal human aspirations inspired by ideals of “perfection”, 

“truth”, and “unity” to which people may sacrifice their very lives to bring into the 

world. There is no way of accounting for these higher ideals by material explanation 

alone, he suggests, because they reach beyond any form found in Nature and demand   a 
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higher form of being than exists. Aurobindo describes them as “longings” which are in 

fact “the workings of [God’s] Thought within” which progressively “manifests in matter 

as the higher goal of Nature in her terrestrial evolution”. One of his most sweeping ideas 

is that all knowledge itself is ultimately “knowledge by identity” – for example (which 

he neglects to give), mathematical equations, metaphors of likeness, scientific 

definitions, and the unifying principles of philosophy. All equate otherwise diverse 

meanings by a common identity among them. At the same time, Aurobindo holds, 

“conflict is nature’s profoundest method” of compelling beings to exceed the fixed 

limits of inert matter and so is intrinsic to the divine purpose of uplifting material beings 

beyond their confinement within their physical moulds. Competitive striving and 

knowledge by identity are together implied to be a meta dialectic propelling ever higher 

forms of consciousness as their underlying purpose. Throughout, however, Aurobindo 

relies more on visionary conceptualization than the logical transitivity presented here. 

 

The divine working within towards a universal identity across divisions is ultimately 

apprehended and furthered by “integral yoga” which is his new conception to 

comprehend every dimension of the unfolding of matter towards a universal spiritual 

self-consciousness. What Aurobindo perceives overall is that there are no “fixed 

moulds” in the “spirit pouring into matter”, but stages in “an ascending series in the 

scale of substance from matter to spirit” of “infinite gradation” in which “the infinity, 

unity and indivisibility of spirit” overcomes “the fundamental antinomy - - - between 

gross substance and consciousness force” (emphasis added). Thus Aurobindo negates 

the dualisms between spirit and matter, eternal truth and mutability by a philosophy 

which understands their relationship as in dynamic and integrated development from the 

primeval oceans to contemporary humanity who is conceived as a bridge to higher 

world consciousness. God, spirit and mind are not posed against matter, science and 

body or supposed as detached from them in a pure transcendental realm, but understood 

as progressively infusing them towards consummation in a “superconscient all”. At the 

same time, Aurobindo’s integral vision rejects both Mahayana Buddhism and  the 

advaita Vedanta (“One without a second”) as doctrines of “illusionism” in which the 

embodied world is dissolved and only metaphysical negations of reality and beings 

remain. In their place, Aurobindo calls for an “illumination and change [which] must 

take up the and recreate the whole of being, mind, life and body” by a “remoulding of 

the inner and outer existence” at all levels. His framework of evolution begins with the 

“subconscient all” which is the “force and form” of the original cosmological elements, 

but which is impelled by “primeval longings” to ever higher stages of earth being. 

 

Summary will be mercilessly brief in essential principles. In the first three stages, blind 

matter and force give way to “desire force”, pure animal appetition across species, and 

then to “mind”, that which “subordinates matter to itself “as an instrument. For 

Aurobindo, “evolution comes by the unceasing pressure of supra-material planes on the 

material, compelling it to deliver out of itself their principles and powers which might 

conceivably otherwise have slept imprisoned in the rigidity of the material formula”. 

Humanity does not remain within the stage of “the blind will to life” (think of Nature 

“red in tooth and claw”), nor of the instrumental rationality of “mind” (think of Nature 

and humanity as tools of self-gain). Two higher stages follow. The “upsurging from 

within” impels two ultimate transformations of consciousness of the world - “the 

supermind” which no longer comprehends the world as merely instrumental elements to 
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be used for self-interested projects, but as humanity’s own cosmic body. The final stage 

of the evolution of the planetary consciousness emerges as humanity becomes 

progressively aware of the world as internally one – Aurobindo’s vision of spirituality 

realized, “Gnostic consciousness”. Extra-sensory perception anticipates this final stage – 

the world experiencing itself as one across all divisions. 

 

Aurobindo’s five-stage evolution from blind matter to gnostic consciousness clearly 

moves far beyond what the Bhagavad-gita tells of the entry of the divine into the 

material world to redeem it, and spells out a visionarily systematic vision of the this- 

worldly workings of “the light within”. At the same time, however, he repeatedly enlists 

the ancient “Vedantic knowledge” to substantiate his vision – the “five degrees of our 

being, the material the vital, the mental, the ideal, and the spiritual/beatific” which 

correspond to his “subconscient”, “vital desire”, “mind”, “supermind”, and “gnostic” 

stages of earth evolution. These “sheaths” of existence, as they are called “in the ancient 

figurative language”, map the ascension towards ever more subtle and sublime forms of 

being and consciousness without self-other division. The master formula of “tat tvam 

asi” - “that art thou”, the inner equation of identity between the human and the divine 

across the divisions of selves - is for Aurobindo as the whole tradition the master idea of 

the self-revelation of God. 
 

11.1. Integral Yoga and Tantrism in Comparison and Contrast 
 

One could argue that Aurobindo’s affirmation of the corporeal world aligns  with 

esoteric Tantric traditions in both Hinduism and Buddhism. All affirm rather than reject 

embodiment as the very medium of spirit, and cultivate the uplifting of its primeval 

lower energies through stages to accession to divine light consciousness. Tantra means, 

literally, “continuity” between them. In the Tantric traditions, however, the ascension is 

not as with Aurobindo within the cosmos itself, but within the individual organism. The 

following explanation defines only the essential organizing principles. Of interest here 

are not the specifica of sects or the ideology of “left”/”dark” and “right”/”pure” paths of 

Tantrism, but rather the most developed framework of uplifting the energies from base 

corporeality to light consciousness – the seven levels of the rise of energy within the 

organism which unfold with yogic direction towards spiritual liberation at the highest 

level. The ‘uncoiling serpent of energy’ (typically Sakti, the female aspect of Siva) 

begins from the lowest chakra, the base of the spine (the muludhara root of blind 

survival energy), and then moves to the genitals (reproduction energy). From here the 

primordial force continues to ascend, retaining the lower levels within the higher as it 

becomes more other-regarding and conscious – through the solar plexus chakra (power 

energy) to the heart chakra (love or devotion) to the throat (the origin of words, or 

universal ideas in vibration), to the mid-forehead (the third eye of visualization and all- 

connective intuition). Then the now all-inclusive energy of opening upwards travels to 

the crown chakra - the release and entry point of the universal light consciousness 

experienced as the divine consciousness bliss (samadhi or nirvana). 

 

There is an enormous and various Tantric literature, but the unifying principle is not to 

repress but transmute the lower bodily energies to progressively higher or more 

inclusive ranges of felt consciousness within. Lower bodily energies are not rejected as 

in traditional and theist religions or repudiated as the prison house of the body to be 
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renounced for prospects of spiritual liberation. To transmute not deny the bodily drives 

is the innermost principle of all tantric systems, and the transmutation is a process of 

uplifting the basest and most preconscious impulsions through ever higher levels of 

conscious felt being to the white light symphony of divine consciousness ‘in this very 

body’. All embodied energies are enlisted rather than rejected, transformed inclusively 

upwards rather excluded in the process of their liberation. Tantrism is most associated 

with the sexual-spiritual connection in which the voluptuous copulation of  human 

bodies is a microcosmic version of the rise to divine unity of ecstasy without division, 

and is for this reason often called “the dark path”. Otherwise the most basic difference 

from Aurobindo’s framework of the divine infusion uplifting matter from within is that 

the Tantric path is through the individual, whereas Aurobindo’s ascension of spirit 

through matter ultimately evolves through planetary existence itself – a wholly different 

framework of movement to the white light. Nonetheless the central problems found in 

the idealist and body-negating systems are not yet resolved by either religious paradigm 

despite their spirit-matter bridging. 

 

To begin with, the moral quandaries laid bare in previous sections remain avoided. No 

ultimately regulating principle of value is defined by which one can decide or adjudicate 

between opposing doctrines which may agree with the ontology of either system, but be 

opposed on how to live at the most challenging levels – for example, on why and 

whether combat to the death is justified. This is the ultimate problem of Krishna, the 

Gita and Zen analyzed in Section 1 above. More systematically, the long repressed 

social question – how society is to be ordered to ensure against life oppression - remains 

blinkered out. In short, the ultimate problem afflicting virtually all religions is the 

problem of life-blind foundations with social ordering presupposed, the greatest issue of 

the human condition across theist, non-theist and rational thought-systems. The 

universal life goods and necessities which all beings require to live – that whose 

deprivation calls to the spirit in its suffering – are thus without any sound criterion of 

recognition. In the Eastern religions, systematic sufferings by this life deprivation are 

not named. They do not matter except to detach from, giving rise to the quip that 

“yogins suck on their psyches while the masses starve”. Not even the divine 

interventions variously conceived to “deliver the world from its yoke of suffering” 

recognize the universal needs by which every being lives on earth, or suffers and dies 

without. Ultimate embodied life necessities do not in fact exist. The most exhilarating 

intimations of spirituality’s ascension from blind inert matter to divine consciousness 

remain consistent with the annihilative suffering of most life throughout the process. 

Here most deeply of all spirituality of every kind requires its life-ground. 

 

12. Universal Life Needs as the Lost Life-Ground of World Religion 
 

For all the great world religions, consciousness of an inner oneness across divisions 

ultimately unifies all beings - the inward divine presence and union whose realization is 

the acme of spiritual consciousness. Yet a concrete question must be posed from the 

embodied world itself. Exactly what does one understand as suffering? Buddhism is 

most specific here. Its canonical referents of pain and suffering are “old  age”, 

“sickness”, “death”, “sorrow”, “lamentation”, “dejection”, “despair”,  “unpleasant 

things” and “the five khandas of grasping” (from the First Noble Truth of Suffering in 

the Samyutta-nikaya).Yet this is only a list of alleged sufferings with no principle to  tell 
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it apart from non-suffering. When we critically review the standard sufferings made 

explicit in the First Noble Truth of Buddhism, rather than merely accept their 

designation as sufferings, we discover on this deeper examination that each and all of 

these instances of claimed suffering might well be instances of well-being instead. ‘Old 

age’ is not suffering. In fact it is more enjoyable for many people than youth, the more 

so the more that the objective causes of sickness are understood. ‘Sickness’ itself need 

not be suffering, but lay-down time for repair and more inclusively conscious awareness 

of embodied life, not detachment from it. ‘Death’ can be going to delicious sleep when 

one’s body is wholly tired out. ‘Sorrow’ is a natural response to life loss which not to be 

extinguished, but allowed to deepen and sensitize life’s experience. ‘Lamentation’ is not 

a given fact of suffering to be erased, but to weep over tragedy or, if not tragic death, to 

celebrate what has been lived opening to new horizons of life. ‘Dejection’ and ‘despair’ 

can be prods to enabling people’s lives rather than to cultivating non-attachment. 

‘Unpleasant things’ can always be educational about the nature of life – not detached 

from but comprehended in relationship to universal organic needs. 

 

In short, the pervasive sufferings attributed to embodied life are one-sidedly conceived. 

Their occasions might just as well be transfigured to the good. On the other hand, any 

suffering from deprivation of universal human life necessities cannot be transformed to 

the good because it reduces life function and capacities - a bad in itself to the extent of 

the life incapacitation. Buddhism does not make this all-important distinction, nor does 

any other religion including theo-capitalism. It is the most basic distinction of all for 

life-value onto-axiology, however, because life is ultimate value in proportion to the 

inclusiveness of the life compasses involved. Conversely, life oppression and 

destruction are evil by the same measure. All this has been spelled out in The Primary 

Axiom and the Life-Value Compass. Life-coherent spirituality thus calls for provision of 

the good necessary for life to be fully well. This is its reality principle. It is not the 

vague idea of Sigmund Freud which is indistinguishable from what a social order 

demands. At the same time, it opposes Buddhism and the Vedanta from the other side. 

To detach from life necessity is life-incoherent. Suffering from want of a life necessity – 

that without which life is reduced towards death – is not to be extinguished, but is the 

signal of something gone wrong to the exact extent that life is objectively disabled 

without the life good. Nor is it to be ignored, as in theo-capitalism, or imposed as 

punishment, as in the Abrahamic religions. This is why the prophet Jesus, in contrast, 

did not ignore the suffering poor who were without the necessary means of a human 

existence, nor advise the hungry that desirelessness was the resolution to their suffering. 

On the contrary, in perhaps the core statement of his teaching in continuity with the 

prophets before him, he implicitly recognized those who were without universal human 

life goods as in self-evident need of them, and urged that their life needs be attended to 

as first priorities of concern. Their suffering calls the spirit to make their lives whole by 

provision of what their embodied lives need. The Nazarene went so far as to say that in 

serving them one served God, and implied that if one did not do so, one had already 

failed the last judgment. The clearest rendering of this life-ground of meaning comes 

from the Gospel according to Matthew, chapter 25. “For I was hungry, and you gave me 

food; I was thirsty and you gave me drink; I was a stranger and you made me welcome; 

naked and you clothed me, sick and you visited me, in prison and you came to see me - - 

- - I tell you solemnly, in so far as you did this one of the least of these brothers of mine, 

you did it to me”. 
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We may observe here the underlying principle of universal identification, ultimately the 

innermost principle of all the great religions. Where they differ is in the meaning and 

life substance of the universal identity they conceive – whether as “seeing the self as in 

all beings and all beings in the self” in the Upanishads, the “ocean of compassion” of 

Mahayana Buddhism which seeks to liberate all sentient being from misery, the “heart 

that cannot bear the suffering of another” of Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism, the 

“love thy neighbor as thyself” of Christianity as explained above, or “the one body of 

Allah” in which “all show love among themselves”. What is most distinctive in the 

position of Jesus is the underlying principle of universal life needs requiring universal 

recognition and realization of them as the nature of love and love of God at once. Love 

is not vague in conception, but anchored in life needs without which life capacities are 

destroyed. This position is the very opposite of the non-attachment religions so far as 

universal human life necessities are concerned. As for mere desire objects, detachment 

from them does not disable but enables people’s lives and freedom. This is the great 

teaching of Buddhism. Yet despite its life-and-death significance on both spiritual and 

material levels of life, neither the detachment religions nor Christian nor other religions 

ever make this principled distinction. The universal human life goods and needs that 

Jesus alone affirms are in fact the most basic life necessities of being human across 

cultures and times – food, drink, clothing, and care when ill. Yet even here there is no 

unifying principle on which to stand. Universal human life needs for contributing work, 

environmental integrity and symbolic communication, for example, remain 

unrecognized - although of momentous importance to human and other life. Life- 

coherent spirituality requires this missing universal foundation. 

 

Revealing also affective concern for the social contagion which official religions 

cultivate for transgressors of their rule, Jesus calls for presence even with those who are 

imprisoned under law. He does not go so far as to stand for the abolition of cages for 

people. Seldom does any religion call for a change in the ruling system of power as 

distinguished from changes in individual will. This is the weakness of religion. Yet 

overall Yeshua’s stand for the serving of universal human life needs may be the most 

life-grounded position in the world’s great religions. Observe that every universal life 

good named is one that human life objectively requires if s/he is not to suffer life 

incapacitation or illness towards death, and that serving these life needs is equated to 

serving God. In every step of this bridging of the ‘Father in Heaven’ to embodied life in 

the world, an ultimate criterion of distinction between people’s desires and their needs, 

between self-want objects and enabling life necessity is implicitly built in. In Buddhism 

and the Vedanta, in contrast, sensation itself is deconstructed as illusory and pain from 

deprivation as extinguishable by non-attachment. Even in the this-worldly battle for 

justice of the Bhagavad-gita, what dharma or principles of justice mean for those in 

need of universal life goods is nowhere hinted at as an issue. 

 

Two ultimate problems thus emerge for the non-attachment religions. The first problem 

is that in fact the worst sufferings occur when one is not old, dying, sick, or depressed. 

The most life-destructive and preventable sufferings occur to otherwise-well children 

and adults from deprivation of clean air, water, food, shelter, meaningful work, and civil 

security. In fact, one or more of these terrors of life-destructive sufferings are daily 

impositions on the poor majority of the world, and all cause objective suffering. The 
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second blind spot is related to the first. The suffering symptoms of deprived life 

necessities are seen as what is to be conquered, not the objective problem of  the 

deprived life necessities themselves. Objective needs cannot be recognized. In particular 

the misrule of unjust social orders structured to deprive people’s lives of what they 

biologically need cannot register. The regulating lenses of understanding block them 

out. The greatest life sufferings are thus lost to view. This is the great unspoken of 

spiritual and other philosophies in general - deprivation by social systems of the means 

of life without which the living capacities of innumerable persons are violated or 

destroyed. 

 

If compassion is life-coherent, it responds to life being without what it needs as to a 

thirsty child needing water to live. If the suffering is caused by violation of human life 

necessities, extinction of the pain – even if possible to yogins - attends only to the 

symptom of the problem. Those who suffer from what is objectively destroying their 

lives – deprivation of water, food, shelter, a liveable environment, contributing function, 

means of social communication, security of life from internal and external attacks – 

must have these life means if they are to live as human. Non-attachment cannot solve 

this problem, and this may be the reason for its recommendation being so sustained over 

centuries. It blocks out the ultimate problem on earth - suffering by social-system 

deprivation. Life-coherent spiritual understanding goes underneath the great silence. It 

reconnects to the problem of life deprivation itself and the social rule system structuring 

for it. When distant children are seen starving, or communities inhumanly deprived, or 

the natural creation and its creatures uprooted and despoiled, emptying consciousness 

cannot solve the agony. Rather it sustains the structure of causation by ignoring it. Life- 

grounded consciousness links to the regulating problem. While the prophets of Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam in particular attend to fellow life in isolated cases of severe 

deprivation – widows and orphans, for example – concern is limited to specific 

categories of the most destitute. No religion and little philosophy attends to the 

socioeconomic system producing the worst suffering – what we may call system evil. 

Typically the ruling system is sanctified as God’s will, the turning point of life- 

incoherent religion. Gender oppression is built in, slavery across civilizations, right to 

child homicide, legally torturing people to death, belittling women the unpaid life 

supporters, war criminal invasions of other societies as God’s will – these vast system 

crimes go uncodified in religions. At the same time, universal means of life to realize 

universal compassion is unconceived in religious prescriptions. 

 

Logically understood, individual morality is the limit. Yet if analysis gets underneath 

the myriad life-blindnesses of established religions and brackets out stoning young non- 

virgins to death, executing dissenters, and punishing life-serving deviations from 

countless rules, understanding discovers an innermost principled ground of enabling life 

- “the living God” rather than the almighty inquisitor and executioner. As  Albert 

Einstein luminously puts it in a 1934 article, “Is There a Jewish Point of View?” (italics 

added) : “The Jewish God is a negation of superstition, an imaginary result of its 

elimination. It is also an attempt to base the moral law on fear, a regrettable and 

discreditable attempt - - - [Yet] it is clear that ‘serving God’ was equated with ‘serving 

the living’. The best of the Jewish people, especially the Prophets and Jesus, contended 

tirelessly for this”. Einstein adds: “It is characteristic that the animals were included in 
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the command to keep holy the Sabbath day, so strong was the feeling of the ideal 

solidarity of all living things”. 

 

Idol worship is abhorred in these religions not just because idols blaspheme God, but 

more deeply because sacrifices to idols destroy creature’s lives and substitute for human 

life agency at the same time. They are offenses against the Creation. Connection to the 

living world is displaced by a magic power-object before which idolators prostate 

themselves. Understanding today might consider man’s master idolatry in this light - the 

deification of the money-value system to which all is sacrificed. This is why Jesus 

contends in Matthew 6:24: “No one can serve two masters. - - You cannot serve God 

and Money at the same time”. No dimension of universal life needs and human life 

capacities is untouched by this opposition of ultimate value principles. At the same time, 

any idolatry of want objects over universal life needs is implicitly condemned. Winning 

a game, a position, or more money - which people and nations pray for all the time – 

cannot without silliness be conceived as calls for the divine will to be enacted on earth. 

All of the great religions, in fact, repudiate raising self-desires to matters of ultimate 

concern – with the exception of theo-capitalism. On the other hand, any religion which 

prescribes disconnection from embodied being itself - in the words of Joseph Campbell 

in The Enlightened One, “leave the whole sorry mess behind” – is life-blind too. It may 

appeal to the ancient idea that the world is but a dream – as in fact famous Vedanta and 

Mahayana arguments do – but one cannot correct dreams by sense experience as human 

beings must to remain alive. Life itself can only exist if the needs to enable life 

capacities are met in coherent relations to the world at every moment. One moment of 

inattention may mean death to anything that lives.The infinitude of life-coherent 

interactions required for human beings is all-encompassing - from all that is taken in and 

excreted to the myriad sustaining cooperative conditions from water and care sources to 

forest and ocean ecosystems. The clear line of life necessity across cultures is the line of 

life capacities that are lost without these life means. The more advanced in life-giving 

provision a human community is, the more a spiritual ecology prevails - in particular, 

seeing beyond self and idols to the underlying unity of all life. Thus the imperative of 

ecological consciousness coincides with the religious imperative of seeing all beings as 

in the self and the self in all beings. 
 

12.1. Behind Veils of Illusion: The Ultimate Law of Life and Life-Coherent 

Necessity 
 

For all that lives on earth, deprivation of any universal life good determines life as ill in 

proportion to the deprivation. This is a universal law of life and spiritual consciousness 

at once. Life’s meaning is perpetually transformed to better or worse within this eternal 

framework of meaning on earth. Gandhi captures the nadir of its spirit when he says, 

“Whenever I am depressed or the self is too much with me, I think of the most wretched 

being I have seen and ask myself whether the action I am about to undertake will be of 

any use to him”. 

 

While religion is by definition that which re-ties or ties us fast (re-ligare), to what it ties 

us remains ungrounded. At the most general level, the inner presence of an all- 

encompassing unity is recognized by seers across faiths. The all-inclusive being 

becoming more all-inclusive being is at the same time self-evident in the embodied 
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world and the universe of science whose witness is a more astonishing fidelity to the 

revelation of mutually enabling interconnection than most religion conceives. In the 

matter of this world, all planes of the biosphere have evolved and reproduced in very 

exact measures and interrelations over billions of years for life to exist at all. No white 

light symphony can be experienced if the embodied all has not provided the means of 

life required and if society has not taught languages to hear and read. Yet these universal 

and interrelated conditions of life are normally abstracted out by religion, while the 

majority of the world are deprived of any possibility of whole lives by life-blind orders 

of rule which religions normally assume and sanctify. Two great curtains screen out the 

ultimate community of life to which the great religions aspire. Few beings who are in 

dire life need are seen by the company of those who are not - the social curtain. At the 

same time, religions and ideologies deny anything could be wrong with the invisible- 

hand reign they presuppose - the magic-thinking curtain. From the most ancient 

scriptures to today’s theo-capitalism, ultimate belief systems have failed to ground in the 

life necessities of all that respires and breathes, the infinitely interconnected process 

sustaining planetary creation itself. The life-coherence requirement opens consciousness 

past this ruling structure of blindness. The spiritual is directly connected to  the 

embodied world on the basis of what no-one can deny – that all life including its breath 

and internal light has universal necessities it must be enabled to live by, or it suffers 

sustained life incapacity, biological pain, and terrestrial death. This line of universal 

necessity is that without which life-range capacities are always reduced or destroyed, 

and it is immutable – the great wheel of natural law and spiritual connection at once. 

There is no known consciousness on earth that can exist without these universal life 

necessities. They are the lost common life ground and baseline of  spiritual 

consciousness itself. 

 

The life-coherence imperative does not undermine spiritual consciousness, therefore, but 

provides the life-ground of realization it requires to make sense. Once the law-governed 

nature of the embodied world is recognized with the exact material coordinates of life 

requirements in place of inherited dogmas and superstitions, spiritual consciousness is in 

a position to fulfil its underlying vocation – to be conscious of and to enable life in the 

higher ecology of life flourishing across individual deaths. 

 

Glossary 

 

Agent-relative : A standard philosophical term signifying individual choice: as in 

“agent: relative ethics” which assumes that value agency is 

restricted to individual persons. 

Analytic 

philosophy 

 

Anti- 

foundationalism 

: An umbrella term covering any school or method of philosophy 

for which logical rigor of conceptualization and argument define 

philosophical understanding. 

: A generic term for the dominant trend of philosophy over the 

recent century embracing many contemporary philosophers and 

schools of thought whose unifying characteristic is denial of any 

universal ground, truth or value. 

A-priori : Derived independently of sense experience e.g., 2+2=4. Truth by 

definition and tautological deduction is the model of mathematics 

and  formal  logic.  Usually  contrasted  to  a-posteriori knowledge 
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Augustinian 

Christianity 

through experience. 

: Influential turn of Christianity led by the now sainted Doctor of 

the Western Church (354-430) having nothing to do with the 

teachings of Jesus in which doctrines of original sin, undeserved 

grace, and afterlife without bodies become prominent, and hatred 

of heresy, paganism and the corruptible body pleasures are 

featured. See also Platonism. 

Axiology : From the Greek, axioma, “what is thought to be worthy”, the 

ultimate, but under-theorized category of value reason, ideally 

building from rationally self-evident bases or axioms of value a 

complete system of value (aesthetic, epistemological, moral) with 

unlimited validity across domains. Onto-axiology is axiology 

which grounds in the nature of being. Life-value onto-axiology 

grounds in life-value as defined by the Primary axiom of value. 

Religious onto-axiology always supposes some ultimately 

unifying oneness of the universe. 

Biophilia :  A  term  coined  by  Erich  Fromm  which  means  “love  of life” 

which he distinguishes from its opposite “necrophilia”, the  “love 

of death” or repressive inflexibility. Biophilia is distinguished 

from life-value onto-axiology insofar as the latter requires and 

specifies principled distinctions among fields and ranges of life 

/disvalue and the former does not. 

Capital : Wealth that can used to produce more wealth without loss or 

erosion. The generic concept is applicable to natural capital, 

knowledge capital and so on (i.e., forms of life capital). False 

reduction of life capital to money capital is the ultimate onto- 

axiological confusion of the era. 

Capitalism : A socieoeconomic system in which all values are conceived in 

money terms and maximum sale of commodities for maximum 

private profit is the ultimate value governor of thought and action. 

Strictly speaking, the adjective money before capitalism is 

required to ensure distinction from other forms of capital, with 

money capitalism defined by its value governor, the Money 

sequence of value. See also Idolatry. 

Civil commons : A unifying concept to designate social constructs which enable 

universal access of all members of a community to life goods 

(e.g., public education, healthcare, parks and pensions). Life 

support systems are civil commons so far as society protects and 

enables their reproduction and provision for all members. 

Deep ecology : A movement led by Arne Naess which holds that “the well-being 

and flourishing of non-human life have value in themselves 

independent of their usefulness for human purposes”, but which 

lacks any criterion of life value or necessity to draw the line on 

this use. 

Deep naturalistic 

fallacy 

: Does not merely identify the good with a natural property, but 

identifies the survival-of-the-fittest order of nature with human 

order, and assumes this order as both necessary and good for 

human survival and development. 
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Deontological 

ethics 

: Essentially, “duty ethics”, standardly opposed to utilitarianism 

insofar as it holds that good lies in the principle or duty which 

action embodies, not its consequences. The Bhagavad-gita 

teachings of Krishna and general concern for dharma in Hindu 

religion may be understood as indicating a deontological ethic. 

Determinism :  A  problematic  term  typically,  but  falsely,  counterposed      to 

freedom of choice. The meaning adopted by life-ground onto- 

axiology (and spiritual ecology) is to delimit (de-termine)  a 

known range of material possibility within which individual or 

collective choices can occur: otherwise put, individual and social 

freedom of choice within material limits. 

Development : A central term of value in contemporary global discourse   which 

does not distinguish between opposed forms of development or 

growth – principally, more commodities sold for profit (market 

development/growth) versus more means of life available for 

people’s lives (human development/growth). Life-grounded 

spirituality requires this distinction. 

Dialectic :  A  central  but  ambiguous  category  in  philosophy  from  Plato 

through Hegel and Marx to Mao t’se Tung, it is most coherently 

understood as a heuristic concept modeled on a dialogue in which 

opposing arguments clash to yield through their conflict a higher 

unity or synthesis. 

Dualism :  Dualism  is  a  central  and  controversial  group  of  doctrines in 

philosophy in which reality is conceived as divided into two 

unbridgeable and incommensuarble orders of being: most 

famously, mind and body, res cogitans and res extensa. The 

religious counterpart is the heaven-earth/spirit-body dualism 

Dualities :  Dualistic  divisions  have  been  perpetual  in  philosophy     and 

religion since the ancients - spirit-matter, man-nature, temporal- 

eternal, appearance-reality, life-death, self-other, and subject- 

object. Krishna in the Bhagavad-gita revealingly adds the false 

duality of victory-loss. 

Ecology of justice : The branch of ecology of life value applying to human societies: 

that is, the relations among individuals in a society such that each 

receives what s/he is due in rights and obligations to universal life 

goods provision for all, admitting of degrees of realization with 

means available. See also Ecology of life value, Spiritual ecology. 

Ecology of life 

value 

 

 

 

 

Either-or 

reduction 

: Ecology with life-value coordinates so that the totality of 

relations among species, their reproduction and distribution is 

conceived to be better rather than worse by the coherent life-field 

advance and biodiversification it maintains and develops to  a 

more comprehensively inclusive life system whole: in short, the 

primary axiom of value at an ecological level of conception. 

: A regulating structure of normative thinking which assumes the 

logical form of p or not-p (“the excluded middle”), thereby 

eliminating the range of other value  possibilities, including 

degrees of each in mutual inclusion - for example, harm to any 

other being is always wrong and therefore never right. 
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Epistemology : This is a central field of philosophy concerned with the nature, 

grounds and limits of knowledge. Religion typically posits truth 

by faith rather than reason and fact, but not necessarily (as in 

Buddhism) or always (as in fallibilist religion or  spiritual 

ecology). 

Ethics :  One  of  the  three  recognized  basic  areas  of  philosophy:  that 

which is concerned with what is good and bad in human action, 

including competing positions of utilitarianism, 

deontological/formalist/duty ethics, emotivism/non-cognitivism, 

evolutionary ethics, intuitionism, naturalism, perfectionism, 

phenomenological ethics, postmodern ethics, 

subjectivism/pluralism/relativism, self-realization/teleological 

ethics, and virtue ethics. Religious ethics may come in a number 

of these forms and may or may not posit God, but most work from 

a shared premise that there is an underlying ultimate unity of all 

beings. 

Existentialism : Classically defined by Jean-Paul Sartre as “existence precedes 

essence”, which means that human choice of what one does 

(existence) precedes any set fate, determinism, role or external 

design: with those denying responsibility of choice being in “bad 

faith” (mauvais fois). 

Externalism :  Any  standpoint  or  theory  which  denies  the  inner  fields     of 

thought and feeling or, conversely, restricts reality to space- 

occupying states. 

Externalist fallacy : A monolithic error common in scientistic assumptions whose 

fallacy may be defined as whatever adopts the following logical 

form of supposition or argument. What is observable as external 

phenomena rules out as valid what is internally experienced. The 

error of this ruling metaphysic proceeds in three steps: (1) what is 

not externally observable and (2) not measurable by a physical 

metric, is therefore (3) invalid or superfluous. 

Fallibilism : Any position which is open to the possibility that it could be 

mistaken. Advanced religions like Buddhism and Unitarianism 

acknowledge this fallibility. 

False religion :  The  defining  master  principle  of f.r. across  cultures  is  that a 

human group solicits special favor from an assumed non-human 

almighty to conquer declared enemies for major material 

acquisition from them by the power of this God who is 

worshipped in return. More exactly, f.r. involves (1) the continual 

sacrifice of others’ lives or life conditions in an almighty’s name 

for (2 ) exclusionary payoffs to the party invoking it as worship 

object, so that (3) no matter how life-destructive this god-system 

becomes in reality, (4) the evidence is blocked out or erased so 

that (5) two levels of incoherence occur: (i) between serving the 

good in claim while enriching the self-group at the cost of  others; 

(ii) between the claimed emancipation of life and systematic 

violation of life in fact. Thus locked into systemic contradictions: 

(6) the ruling religion’s deity and laws are sustained by   attacking 
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any deviation from them, while (7) homicidal and life-condition 

destruction proceed in the name of a supreme, immutable and 

non-human authority which cannot be opposed without risk of 

social ruin. F.r. includes theo-capitalism. 

Fields of life value : This concept refers to the fields of thought (concept and image), 

felt side of being (sentient and affective), and action (organic 

movement through space-time), the triune parametric of all value 

whatever as explained by the primary axiom of value. 

First-person test : A thought experiment or  test  which  penetrates  beneath  the 

external observer position adopted by science and scientism to 

disclose life capacities of consciousness which are normally 

overlooked or implicitly denied. 

Globalization : A concept which admits of many different meanings but    whose 

dominant meaning is globalization of money capital. 

God : Typically understood in theism as a transcendent being which  is 

characterized by the properties of omnipotence, omniscience and 

benevolence, but can be undogmatically understood as all- 

inclusive being becoming more all-inclusive being. See 

Transcendental God. 

Group-mind :  The  g-m  expresses  a  life-blind  ruling  value  syntax      which 

regulates consciousness across individuals. See Ruling Value 

Syntax. 

Human value 

identity 

: This is a concept which understands value identity as that which 

is identified with by a self as its value meaning: for example, the 

value identity of a person who identifies only with his possessions 

including life as private property, and, at the other pole, the h.v.i. 

of a person or society which identifies with all of the life process 

without exclusion). Spiritual consciousness adopts an h.v.i. which 

is all-encompassing. 

I-consciousness : First-person consciousness whose reach and depth can be 

demonstrably infinite insofar as it boundlessly extends in every 

direction and can identify with any other being or beings without 

limit. I-c is the ultimate choice space of human being. See also 

Scientific method 

Idealism : A long-dominant tendency of Western and Eastern philosophy of 

various schools to posit ideas as prior to matter on ontological, 

epistemological and value planes. Usually contrasted to 

Materialism. See also Platonic and Universals. 

Idolatry : Ultimate concern invested in a man-made object e.g., money. 

Inclusivity 

principle 

: A basic principle of life-value onto-axiology applicable to 

religion, it holds that the more coherently inclusive the taking 

account of in thought, feeling and action, the higher the value 

understanding. 

Infinite :  Life-value  onto-axiology  distinguishes  between  the regressive 

infinite (infinite divisions into infinitesimally smaller units) and 

the progressive infinite (infinite depth and extension within human 

consciousness and outside it in the space-occupying universe). 

Intrinsic and : The basic distinction between what is a good in itself and what is 
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extrinsic good a good as an external possession. 

Invisible-hand 

religion 

: Religion based on the idea that a Supreme Being or Design that 

regulates across beings to produce the best of possible worlds. See 

also Theo-capitalism. 

Justice : See Social justice 

Liberation 

theology 

 

 

Life coherence 

principle 

 

 

Life sequence of 

value 

 

 

Life support 

systems 

: A Christian movement from the late 1960’s, it features primary 

concern for the lives of the poor as a class which official religions 

have repudiated, conceiving its ultimate concern as “the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ in the body of the suffering people”. 

: The ultimate principle of validity whereby positions or systems 

must to qualify as fully rational or valid be consistent with (1) 

factual premises and (2) valid inferences, so as (3) to enable rather 

than disable life and life-support systems. 

: The process whereby any body of life becomes more life by 

means of life: a process which admits of regressive, reproductive 

and progressive modes and degrees, each measurable by the 

criteria of more/less fields of life enabled or enjoyed through time. 

: Any natural or human made system that enables the life of the 

biosphere in a sustainable way so as to meet universal human life 

needs. 

Life-blind norms : A characteristic tendency of ruling value systems and official 

religions to blinker out their life-disabling effects. 

Life-Ground : Most simply expressed, all the conditions required to take your 

next breath. While religions have featured the animating breath of 

life, they have attributed it to a transcendental creator so as to 

overlook its source in the creation itself – a kind of idolatry of 

man-made ideas. See Universal life goods/necessities. 

Life-unconscious    : The life-unconscious arises out of life desires being   conditioned 

to repressive forms – for example, the desire for oneness with life 

conditioned to be a craving for a power-machine vehicle 

dominating nature. 

Life-value metric : More/less life range in any domain or degree of life function or 

expression, with margin gains or losses with respect to prior states 

the measure of life-value progress or regression. See Measures of 

life-value and Primary axiom of Value 

Life-value onto- 

axiology 

: The value-system which regards life and means of life to more 

coherently comprehensive ranges of life as the ultimate and 

universal good. It is referred to as life-value onto-ethic when 

emphasis is on the normative dimension of the axiology. See 

Primary axiom of value and Universal life goods/necessities. 

Marxism : In non-propagandist terms, the theory of historical    materialism 

which argues that the material mode of production of any society 

determines its legal, political and ideological forms (including 

morality), and that all significant change (including values) is by 

laws of development of productive forces outgrowing their 

ownership integument. 

Materialism : In philosophy, not the popular idea of an acquisitive ethic, but  of 

a broader onto-axiology which can be anti-acquisitive: as with Mo 
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Measures of life 

value 

Tzu, Helvetius and Marx over 2300 years. Opposed to idealism, it 

means materiality (space-time occupancy) alone is real and 

determining, with organic intelligence and scientific method 

determining legitimate knowledge. 

: Quantify as more or less the functioning ranges of fields of life 

value which gain or lose at the margins in reference to a prior or 

compared state. Exact measures are determinable in any life-field, 

sphere or domain by identification of more/less range of life 

capacity through time with respect to another possible state. 

Mechanism :  Doctrines  according  to  which  all  phenomena  are  matter    in 

motion or governed and predictable by physics-like laws. 

Mega-machine  :  In  onto-axiological  terms,  a  system  that  runs  by  a-priori 

technical formulae disconnected from life needs to reorganize the 

world to fit a life-indifferent global system as transitory 

constitutive functions. See also Theo-capitalism. 

Metaphysics : The ultimately regulating principles of existence. The mind-body 

problem, essences, causation, freedom versus determinism, and 

personal identity are some of the traditional issues of metaphysics. 

Money sequence 

of value 

: The inner logic of the commonplace expression, “money rules”: 

using anything as means (including money using money) to turn 

private money sums into greater private quantities in reiterated 

choice paths of money-value increase without limit. 

Morality :  Morality  always  entail  prescriptions  or  prohibitions     whose 

violation is thought to deserve guilt or punishment. 

Need :  That  without  which  life  capacity  is  reduced  at  individual or 
social levels of life organization. 

Nothingness, the 

Void, Emptiness 

: An ultimate idea with many names in Hindu, Buddhist and Zen 

thought which is often confused with mere negation. It is best 

understood as no-thingness, meaning it is boundless with  no 

center or circumference and beyond spatio-temporal location, the 

infinite bliss consciousness without division or object of it. 

Objective values     : Values which – although often absurdly denied - are independent 

of individuals’ affirming them (e.g., the values of universal life 

support systems like the earth’s atmosphere). 

Onto-ethics/Onto- 

axiology 

: A primary concept of life-ground value theory in which the 

standard and reductionist split between ontology (the philosophy 

of being) and ethics/axiology (critical theory of good and bad) is 

overcome in a non-divided unity of understanding: such that the 

analysis of the ultimate structure of being (ontology) and of the 

ultimately regulating principles of good and bad (ethics/axiology) 

are integrated into one field of philosophical understanding. 

Phenomenology : A major school of contemporary philosophy in which human 

consciousness as such is adopted as the direct object of analysis 

prior to the subject-object distinction, causal explanation, or 

scientific reductions. 

Platonism : A position which holds or resembles Plato’s view that there is an 

ideal noumenal realm of pure, self-subsistent, eternal and perfect 

Forms independent of material reality which consists of inferior 
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and mutable copies and appearances. 

Pragmatism : An theory of knowledge and value whose defining idea is  “what 

works”. It repudiates all dualisms, but like science does not 

answer the question ‘works for what? 

Primary Axiom of 

Value 

: An axiom formally expressing the first and ultimate principle of 

all value and disvalue, and the measures of each across time, place 

or culture i.e., x is of value if and only if, and to the extent that, x 

consists in or enables more coherently inclusive thought/felt 

being/action. See also Fields of life value. 

Relativism :  A  generic  term  for  the  view  that  there  are  no  objective   or 

universal values because all values are by their nature relative to 

the contingent cultures, preferences, individuals, practices and 

world-views in which they are embedded. 

Religion :  May  be  theist  or  non-theist,  faith  or  reason  based,  but  r. is 

always an organized set of ideas seeking to explain the 

cosmos/universe and humanity’s place in it, the ultimate nature of 

enlightenment or truth, and good and evil ways of life. See also 

Morality. 

Ruling value 

syntax 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruling value- 

system 

: In the ruling value syntax of contemporary global society, the 

subject is money capital whose verb is seeking to become more 

without upper limit, and all modifiers are money-demand or its 

equivalents: with competing money capital subjects and  the 

human and natural resources they purchase, exchange and dispose 

of always used to become more money capital. Rationality in this 

onto-axiological grammar is regulatively presupposed as (i) self- 

maximizing strategies in (ii) conditions of scarcity or conflict over 

(iii) desired payoffs at (iv) minimum costs for the self to (v) 

win/gain more. See also False religion and Theo-capitalism.. 

: A society’s value-system presupposed by those governed by it 

which ultimately regulates the decision norms and goals of the 

society’s dominant social institutions, individual roles within 

them, and the thought structure of those internalizing it. Religion 

is often the r.v.s. in fantastic form. See also Phenomenology. 

Scientific method : A method which requires independently observable and 

reproducible verification of factual findings and laws, but required 

by this method to erase first-person inner experience a-priori. This 

built-in erasure of inner life is a limit unrecognized by Scientism. 

Scientism : See Scientific method. See also I-consciousness. 

Second-order 

shift 

: A move from first-order value-system (e.g., to maximize 

pecuniary possessions or consumer equivalents) to a second-order 

level of value understanding and choice within which the first- 

order value-system is only one regulating possibility. This logic of 

distinction is straightforward in non-normative matters (e.g., the 

first-order of red and blue, and the second order of color), but not 

at the normative level wherever a ruling value program is assumed 

as without alternative. See also Ruling value syntax. 

Social justice : The baseline and measure of social justice is defined by the 

principle of its opposite which it overcomes: systematic   suffering 
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from need by the life-capacity loss entailed by the deprivation of 

life means. See also Need. 

Soul : In underlying principle, the ultimate elective depth and reach   of 

human feeling opening beyond self as felt bonds of being which 

admit of infinite possibilities which music, the arts, and religions 

variously express. Soul admits of measure of life value to the 

extent of its inclusion of other life and life ranges in resonance of 

fellow being. See also Spiritual ecology. 

Spirituality : Consciousness with or without God which crosses the   divisions 

and dualities of selves, things and groups in felt being of one 

ultimately encompassing presence. 

Spiritual ecology : Life-value ecology experienced from within, as in a filled-out 

content of seeing the self as in all beings and all beings as in the 

self. See also Life-value ecology. 

Theo-capitalism : The  private  money  capital  and  commodity  sales  system 

conceived as God in its properties of infallibility,  omnipotence 

and benevolence, eternal necessity of rule, miracles and magic of 

operations, and rightful attack of all opponents as heretics 

requiring conversion or conquest. See also False religion and 

Ruling value-syntax. 

Transcendental 

God 

: God understood as separate from and above the world, eternal 

and unchanging in nature, and unaffected by human history - the 

standard conception of theisms across cultures. A life-coherently 

transcendental possibility of God - developing as the laws of the 

universe and the world develop but impelling more inclusive 

possibility beyond them - is therefore ruled out. See also God. 

Truth : Always a process of more life-coherently inclusive taking into 

account. See also False religion and Life-value onto-axiology. 

Universal life 

goods/necessities 

: All goods without which human life capacities are reduced or 

destroyed: atmosphere (breathable air, open space and light); 

organism (clean water, nourishing foods, waste disposal); home 

and habitat (shelter and a life-enhancing environment); care 

through time (love safety and healthcare); human culture (music, 

language, art, play and sport); human vocation (meaningful work 

of value to others); life justice (right to enjoy these life goods and 

obligation to help provide them). 

Universals : Applied to general terms like ‘red’ , ‘table’ or ‘human being’   as 

distinct from their instances. An ancient debate from Plato through 

medieval scholasticism to philosophy today has revolved around 

the issue of whether ‘universals’ refer to eternal forms 

independent of their instances (“idealism” or “realism”), or are 

explicable as merely convenient designations for resembling 

particulars (“nominalism”). 

Validity : From the Latin, validus (strong), v. is usually reduced to   logical 

consistency of inferences from premises (philosophy) and/or 

replicatable demonstration of empirical claims (science) with 

neither required to be consistent with life requirements or 

Universal     life     goods/necessities.     Consistency     with     life 
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Value 

compossibility 

requirements, most basically life support systems, is the 

requirement of authentic validity introduced by life-value onto- 

axiology. See Life Coherence Principle 

: The compatibility of formerly competing or traded-off goods 

yielding more coherently inclusive value provision (e.g., housing 

development by preservation of natural environments rather than 

by destruction of them). 

Value neutrality    : A fallacious standard which is claimed when a value-system is 

so deeply taken for granted that its outcomes appear as value free. 

For example, true scientific findings may be impartial, but are not 

value neutral because strict criteria of value and value judgment, 

the canons of scientific method, have been applied. 

Value syntax :  Organizing  principles  of  pro-and-con  meaning,   prescription, 

position and transformation which regulate a value system, but 

may be invisible to those who presuppose it. 

Value-system : Any stable set of regulators of judgment and action, whether    or 

not the value deciders are recognized. 

Void, the : See Nothingness. 

Witness 

consciousness 

: Non-positional consciousness that encompasses all life so as to 

bring into light unseen lives that are discounted. See  also 

Universal life goods/necessities. 

Yoga :  A  concept  derived  from  the  Sanskrit  “yongere”  meaning “to 

join” or “yoke”. There are countless varieties of yoga in Hinduism 

and Buddhism which all imply some sort of joining or yoking to a 

divine or transcendental field of consciousness.In life-grounded 

yoga, the transcendental unity yoked to is as explained in Spiritual 

ecology. 
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Gandhi, M. (1935/2000), The Bhagavad Gita according to Gandhi 245 p. Berkeley, Ca.: Berkeley Hills 

Books.[Gandhi conceives the dynastic war of the Gita as an allegory for the inner war of the soul between 

the divine atman and the selfish forces of avidity.] 

Goddard, Dwight (1938/1970), A Buddhist Bible, 677 pp. Boston: Beacon Press. [Selections from 

canonical Buddhist teachings make this the most scholarly comprehensive coverage.] 

Gottlieb, Roger S.,ed (2006), Oxford Handbook of Religion and Ecology, 520 pp. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. [Collection of 25 articles by scholars covering religions and regions.] 

Great Law of Peace of the Longhouse Peoples. Akwesasne: White Roots of Peace, 1971. [Fire councils 

open by “expressing gratitude to the earth where men dwell, to the streams of water - - the maize and 

fruits - - to the animals that serve as food - - to the great winds - - and to the sun”.] 

Gutierrez, Gustavo (1974), A Theology of Liberation, 276 pp. London: SCM Press. [This work by a 

silenced Roman Catholic priest leads scholarly work in “liberation theology” whose vision may be 

summarized as “the resurrection of Jesus Christ in the body of the suffering people”.] 

Hammurabi, Code of (circa 1780 BCE) [This 

(http://www.historyguide.org/ancient/hammurabi.html.%3e%5b) is the oldest life-protective codified law 

known emerging from what is now Iraq (available at www.historyguide.org.ancienthammurabi.html). 

While discriminating between classes and punishments under law, the code is written so that “the strong 

may not oppress the weak, and that justice might be dealt the orphan and widow”. ] 

Hayek, F.A., The Fatal Conceit, 180 pp. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. [Influential economist 

declares capitalism a “transcendent order” to which “humankind owes its very existence”, urging that 

“Thy will (ie., not mine) be done on earth as it is in heaven”. ] 

Herrigel, Eugen (1953/1971), Zen and the Art of Archery, 90pp. New York: Vintage Books. [A classic 

study of Zen practice by a philosopher who reports his training immersion in its discipline over six years 

to achieve enlightenment, “one shot, one life”.] 

Honderich, T. (1995), The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 1009 pp. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

[A comprehensive dictionary of philosophy by experts in the field with useful bibliographies and 

philosophical maps.] 

http://www.historyguide.org/ancient/hammurabi.html.%3e%5b)
http://www.historyguide.org/ancient/hammurabi.html.%3e%5b)
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Hume, David, (electronic), The Complete Works and Correspondence of David Hume  [The famous 

sceptic leads Anglo-American philosophy in erasing the significance of the inner life, arguing that that the 

self is but a bundle of perceptions with no core, and that the proper relation of human reason to appetites 

and passions is not to guide but “to serve and obey them”.] 

Huxley, Aldous (1956/1990), The Doors of Perception-Heaven and Hell,185 pp. New York: Harper and 

Row. [ Huxley’s experimentation with mescalin-peyote is reported in which habit-formed perception is 

opened to opposite possibilities of inner experience, “heaven and hell”.] 

James, William (1902/1990), The Varieties of Religious Experience, 517 pp. New York: Vintage Books. 

[James’ classic work on religion where his signature concept of pragmatism - the truth is what works - is 

used to assess religious belief, leading to his notion of “a mother sea of consciousness” as a dynamic 

“finite God”.] 

Jonas, Hans (1963), The Gnostic Religion: The Message of the Alien God and the Beginnings of 

Christianity 432 pp. Boston: Beacon Press. [The eminent theologian and phenomenologist explains an 

heretical topic with depth, featuring the Gnostic split between the divine paradise of God and the fallen 

world of the Demiurge maker which it is the mission of Jesus and humanity to heal.] 

Jones, Alexander (ed) (1972), Jerusalem Bible, 1693pp. [The most scholarly of contemporary translations, 

this primary source includes all Old and New Testament books with notes.] 

Jung, Karl (1957), “On the Tibetan Book of the Dead”, in Evans-Wentz (trans), The Tibetan Book of the 

Dead, pp. xliv-lxiv. Oxford: Oxford University Press. [This valuable overview provides a synthesis of 

Jung’s wholly psychological ontology and that of Tibetan Buddhism, distinguished by striking parallels 

on “the estrangement of consciousness from the liberation of truth” which is won by recognition that light 

consciousness with no circumference or center is the ground and ultimate reality and “that the ‘giver’ of 

all ‘given’ dwells within us”, including the “categories of the imagination” which project onto the world 
unconscious forms as real.] 

Kierkeggard, S. (1978), Kierkegaard’s Writings, (eds. H.V.and E.V.Hong) 24 vols. Princeton: Princeton 

University Press. [The most comprehensive collection of Kierkegaard’s work which explains his 

unprecedented exploration of the “infinite inwardness” of human emotional life which he relates to a 

transcendent and unknowable God.]. 

Kabbalah (trans. D.C.Matt), 221 pp. San Francisco, Harper. [A highly lauded translation of selections of 

the Jewish mystic tradition which seeks cosmic consciousness without renouncing the embodied world.] 

Koran (trans. Dawood, N.J.), 454pp. London: Penguin. [This is a scholarly translation and transparent 

arrangement of the Holy Qur’an with historical notes. As the bible of Islam (meaning “submission”), its 

text as with other bibles is to be distinguished from the religions, sects and authorities deriving from it. 

See Nicholson and Shah for accounts of dynamic Sufi development.] 

Marx, Karl and Engels, F. (1975-), Collected Works of Marx and Engels, 44 vols. (ed. R. Dixon et al). 

New York: International Publishers [Marx’s underlying conflictedness between profound moral concern 

and scientific method, abhorrence of life-destructive capitalism but ultimate grounding in its technological 

advances are the meta problem of his thought system.] 

McMurtry, J. (1989), Understanding War, 90 pp. Toronto: Science for Peace [A concise overview 

demonstrating the locked choice-spaces of the military paradigm of war with decoding of religious 

justifications as cover stories of political-economic power.] 

McMurtry, J.(1998), Unequal Freedoms: The Global Market As An Ethical System, 372 pp. Toronto and 

Westport CT: Garamond and Kumarian [Introduces concepts of universal life identity and civil commons 

in moving underneath theo-capitalist doctrine.] 

McMurtry, J. (1999), The Cancer Stage Of Capitalism, 277pp. London: Pluto Press. [This book analyzes 

money-sequence capitalism as carcinogenic at the social level of life organization and explains the civil 

commons as social immune system. Religious correlatives are implied.] 

McMurtry, J. (2000), “Caging the Poor: The Case Against the Prison System” in W.G. West and R. 

Morris (eds), The Case for Prison Abolition, pp. 167-87. Toronto: Canadian Scholars Press.[Explains how 

the modern prison regime is structured to achieve the total defeat of the legally disobedient by.systematic 

deprivation of their human properties and capacities.] 
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McMurtry, J. (2002), Value Wars: The Global Market versus the Life Economy, 262pp. London: Pluto 

Press [Tracks the underlying principles of money-value versus life-value in the ‘new world order’ across 

wars, ecological crises, financial predation, and public-sector meltdowns.] 

Merton, Thomas (1961), Mystics and Zen Masters, 302 pp. New York: Delta. [A leading Christian monk 

provides an inside survey of mystic thinkers across the world featuring Zen/Buddhism, and seeks an 

inclusive common vision “transcending time and space”.] 

Miller, P. And Westra, L. eds (2002), Just Ecological Integrity: The Ethics of Planetary Life, 326pp. 

Boston: Rowman and Littlefield. [Written for the Earth Charter 2000, this multi-disciplinary  work 

engages the interface between human values and ecological disintegration.] 

Mirowski, P. (2000), Machine Dreams, 540 pp. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press [This study 

tracks the machine God of contemporary theory into the “automaton theater” of the leading edges of 

economic, military and decision-theory research.] 

Muller, Max, ed. (1879-1910), Sacred Books of the East, 50 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press. [Virtually 

every known sacred scripture of the East is translated comprehending Hindu, Buddhist, Jain, Islam, 

Parsi/Zaruthustran, Confucian and Taoist religions, still the most comprehensive reference source in 

existence.] 

Nicholson, Reynaud Alleyn (1914/1963), The Mystics of Islam, 178 pp. London: Routlege and Kegan 

Paul. [This is a classic account of Sufi mysticism outside Islamic orthodoxy.] 

Nietzsche, Friedrich (1964), The Complete Works of Nietzsche (ed. O. Levy). New York: Russell and 

Russell. [Nietzsche explains his defining concepts of “will to power/superior-inferior/master-slave” and 

his abhorrence of religio-moral levelling by life-value incoherent polemic.] 

Pagels, Elaine (1979) The Gnostic Gospels, 182 pp. New York: Random House. [This is a very clear and 

accessible account of a recondite subject, based on the Nag Hammadi manuscripts.] 

Perry, R.B. (1969), Realms of Value: A Critique of Human Civilization, 487 pp. Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press. [Perry justifies the ruling idea that the good = what is desired, an axiology which 

implicitly justifies the value-system of the market order with no other value.] 

Plato (1961), The Collected Dialogues of Plato (ed. E. Hamilton and H. Cairns), Pantheon Books: New 

York. [Plato’s “Theory of Forms”, posit pure, transcendental and eternal ideas of which all material 

entities are but inferior, mutable copies.] 

Radhakrishnan, S. and Moore, C. (1957), Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy, 683pp. Princeton: Princeton 

University Press. [This is the premier reference source of Indian philosophy including the full texts of the 

eleven principal Upanishads and the Bhagavad-gita, and definitive sources of Theravada and Mahayana 

Buddhism. Radhakrishnan and Aurobindo bring it to the present. The most comprehensive, well chosen 

primary source of Indian religion and philosophy extant. 

Rubáiyát of Omar Khayya m (1888/1967), trans. Edward FitzGerald, 176 pp. London: Cassell [The most 

famous Sufi work in the West, the astronomer-poet’s work is a hauntingly beautiful rendering of this- 

worldly spirituality.] 

Ryle, G. (1976) The concept of mind, 334pp. London: Hutchinson. [Ryle’s analytic classic argues against 

any “inner life” or “ghost in the machine”, No soul, behavioural dispositions only.] 

Samuelson, Paul and Nordhaus W.D. (2005), ECONOMICS, 784 pp. New York: McGraw-Hill. [This is 

the standard global reference text of contemporary economics in which the preface invokes the value 

imperative to “Spread the gospel of [capitalist] economics anyway we can”. 

Shah, Idries (1964), The Sufis, 452 pp. New York: Doubleday.[Shah assembles Sufi stories in illustration 

of spiritually open and dynamic philosophy outside of Islamic rules and dogma.] 

Schweitzer, Albert (1936), “The Ethics of Reverence for Life”, Christendom, 1, 225-39. [This is the most 

crystalline argument for theologian Schweitzer’s argument for “an absolute ethics of will-to-live [which] 

must reverence every form of life”, without discrimination we might add.] 

Smith, Adam (1776/1966), An Inquiry into Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. 2 vols. New 

York: A.M. Kelley. [This is the founding work of “the moral science” of economics in which the 
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“invisible hand” of the competitive “free market” is selectively understood to produce the “common 

good”.] 

Solomon, R.C. and Higgins, K. (1995), World Philosophy: A Text with Readings, 350 pp. New York: 

McGraw-Hill. [This text moves beyond the Western canon to provide selections from Japanese Zen 

Buddhism, Chinese Taoism and Confuciansim, South-Asian Hinduism and Buddhism, Arabic Islam, 

Persian Zoroatrianism, Manichaeism and Sufism, American Indian ecology, Latin American identity 

thought and liberation theology, African critical and ethno philosophy religion.] 

Spinoza, Baruch (1985), The Collected Works of Spinoza (ed. E. Curley), 7 vols. Princeton: Princeton 

University Press. [Spinoza argues that God is infinite substance whose thinking and extended modes and 

attributes are rational in structure and can be better (more adequately) or worse (less adequately) 

comprehended by deductive reasoning which culminates in scientific intuition (scientia intuitiva) of one 

logically determined whole.] 

Spring, David and Eileen, eds (1974), Ecology and Religion in History, 154 pp. New York: Harper and 

Row. [Articles on various world religions rebut the idea that their scriptures gave man an absolute 

dominion over other life.] 

Suzuki, D.T. (1956). Zen Buddhism: Selected Writings of D.T. Suzuki (ed. W. Barrett). 294 pp. Garden 

City N.Y.: Doubleday [A useful selection of writings of the most widely recognized scholar of Zen.] 

Tatia, Nathmal (1994), Tattvartha Sutra; That Which Is, 324 pp. New York: HarperCollins.[The sacred 

texts with notes of the Jains in fuller and more revealing form than elsewhere available.] 

Thoreau, Henry (1965), Walden, and other writings. 732 pp. New York: Modern Library. [Most famous 

work of Thoreau, self described as “mystic, transcendentalist, and natural philosopher”.] 

Tillich, Paul (1958), Dynamics of Faith, 276 pp. New York: Harper Torchbooks.[Theologian Tillich 

draws from critical biblical scholarship to explain a demystified religious reason which represents the 

presence of God’s will in humanity as “ultimate concern”.] 

Tolstoy, Leo (1905), My Confession, 205pp. London: J.M. Dent and Sons.[This volume explains the great 

novelist's philosophy of life after his conversion.] 

Trungpa, C. (1988). Shambala: The Sacred Path of the Warrior. 202 pp. Boston: Shambala Press [A 

leading example of contemporary conception of religious illumination and practice as that of a “warrior 

path” of happiness, “the vehicle of the thunderbolt” of Tibetan Buddhism.] 

Whitehead, A.N. (1938), Modes of Thought, 172 pp. New York: Macmillan [Whitehead’s “process 

philosophy” conceives Nature as “alive”, “feeling”, “purposing” and ever “creative” in the energy flows 

described by physics, the totality of which processes he conceives as God.] 

Zimmer, Heinrich, ed. Joseph Campbell (1951), The Philosophies of India, 436 pp. New York: Bollingen 

Foundation. [Zimmer’s richly resonant work is classical in the field.] 

Zimmerman, M.E, Callicott, J., Clark, Sessions G., K. J. Warren eds. (1998). Environmental Philosophy: 

From Animal Rights to Radical Ecology. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall [This work features 

articles by school-leading figures like Thomas Berry, Aldo Leopold (the Land Ethic), Arne Ness (Deep 

Ecology), Carolyn Merchant (ecofeminism), James O’Connor (socialist ecology), Tom Regan, Peter 

Singer, and Paul Taylor (animal rights), and Gary Snyder (bio-regionalism), with rational spiritual 

intimations throughout.] 
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